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This article examines the presentation and interpretation of Buddhist meditation in
China during the Han and Three Kingdoms period. Previous scholarship has often
claimed that during this period of time the Chinese were most attracted to those
Indian Buddhist meditation practices that were seen, or had the potential to be seen,
as similar to native Chinese breathing exercises, and that Buddhist meditation was
accordingly interpreted through the lens of such practices. Through an examination
of the key early Chinese Buddhist sources pertaining to meditation, including newly
discovered texts found at Kong�o-ji temple in Japan, I argue that this long-standing
interpretation of how Buddhist meditation came to be accepted in China is not
correct. Buddhist meditation practices were, rather, self-consciously presented as the
polar opposite of native Chinese meditation practices, and methods such as the
contemplation of bodily impurity, seen by previous scholars as unappealing to the
early Chinese audience, were in fact highly valued.
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EARLY CHINESE BUDDHISM

One of the principle theses of Tang Yongtong’s 湯用彤 magisterial History of
Buddhism in the Han, Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties (Han Wei
liang Jin Nanbeichao fojiao shi 漢魏兩晉南北朝佛教史) was that Buddhism
initially gained a foothold in China because it outwardly resembled certain native
Chinese practices, notably those falling under the category of ‘‘Daoism’’ 道家.1

Compared with earlier studies of the introduction of Buddhism to China by

1 Tang Yongtong, Han Wei Liang Jin Nanbeichao fojiao shi, esp. 1:3–150.
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Japanese, Chinese, and Western scholars, Tang’s approach was novel, for he not
only emphasized the potential affinities between Buddhism and Chinese thought,
but suggested that Buddhism in China was initially misunderstood as a result.
Around this same time (the 1930s), in Europe, Henri Maspero was making a
similar argument.2 Interestingly, both Tang and Maspero identified Buddhist
meditation (chan 禪)3 in particular as something that Chinese Buddhists were
initially wont to (mis)interpret in light of native practices.

It would be unfair to criticize these two eminent scholars for their loose
definition of ‘‘Daoism.’’ Suffice to say that much of what Tang and Maspero called
‘‘Daoist’’—worship of gods, belief in punishment after death, the quest for
immortality—is now usually seen as the property of early Chinese religion in
general, amply attested in both textual and archeological sources from this
period.4 Nor does recent scholarship support Tang’s hypotheses about early
interaction between Buddhism and specific institutionalized Daoist groups
(notably his arguments for the influence of Buddhism on the Taiping dao 太平道

movement). Thus, from a contemporary perspective, to say that the Chinese

2 Maspero, ‘‘Les origins de la communauté bouddhiste,’’ 91, published in 1934. This theme is
treated in more depth in his posthumous works (see Maspero, Le Taoı̈sme et les religions
chinoises). It is not clear when Maspero first developed these ideas, but earlier, in several
important studies published in 1910, his opinion seems to have been different, namely that early
Buddhists in China were keen to differentiate themselves from the ‘‘superstitions’’ of so-called
religious Daoism (Maspero, ‘‘Le songe de l’ambassade de l’empereur Ming’’; idem,
‘‘Communautés et moines bouddhistes chinois au IIe et IIIe siècles’’). This same understanding
was shared by Maspero’s contemporary Paul Pelliot (Pelliot, ‘‘Ed. Chavannes. Les pays
d’Occident d’apres le Wei lio,’’ 384–392). Pelliot, writing in 1906, did argue that ‘‘dans les
deux premiers siècles de notre ère, bouddhisme et taoı̈sme paraissent-ils dans une certaine mesure
n’avoir fait qu’une seule religion’’ (ibid., 389, emphasis mine). However, by ‘‘taoı̈sme’’ Pelliot here
means (as his later comments make clear) only the refined philosophy of texts like the Laozi 老
子, and he portrays the Buddhists as objecting strenuously to things such as the pursuit of
immortality in the manner of the new Daoist movements of the second century. In his later works
Maspero argued that it was precisely in this manner that Buddhism was initially understood.

3 For the purposes of this article, ‘‘meditation’’ is a translation of the Chinese word chan 禪,
nominally a transcription of the Indic word dhy�ana. In China, beginning from the earliest known
Buddhist texts, this word was used to refer to many if not most of the practices that in English are
usually referred to as ‘‘Buddhist meditation.’’ (The ‘‘Chan school,’’ chan zong 禪宗, is a later
development and is not relevant to the questions addressed in this article.) Whether ‘‘meditation’’
is the most appropriate word for these practices is a larger question that I cannot address in the
present context.

4 The classic critique of scholars’ tendency to label most anything as ‘‘Daoist’’ is Sivin, ‘‘On
the Word ‘Taoist’ as a Source of Perplexity.’’ In more recent years, aided by newly excavated texts
and a greater skepticism of traditional bibliographic categories, scholars have begun to explore
the contours of the common religious practices of early China, which often emphasize the same
themes traditionally ascribed to ‘‘Daoist’’ beliefs (see, for example, Pu Muzhou, In Search of
Personal Welfare). Even ideas formerly associated specifically with institutional Daoism, such as
belief in a bureaucratic empire of the dead, are now known to date back to the Warring States
period, as revealed both in texts (Harper, ‘‘Resurrection in Warring States Popular Religion’’) and
tomb architecture (von Falkenhausen, Chinese Society in The Age of Confucius, 301–316).
Scholars of early institutionalized Daoism have also come to view the Daoist movements of the
second century CE as a change in institutional organization more than the development of
radically new beliefs (Seidel, ‘‘Traces of Han Religion’’; Cedzich, ‘‘Ghosts and Demons, Law and
Order’’).
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initially saw Buddhism as a variant of ‘‘Daoism’’ as meant by Tang and Maspero is
at best trivially true, analogous to saying that they saw it as a ‘‘religion.’’

But the import of Tang and Maspero’s analysis goes beyond the question of our
evolving understanding of early Chinese religion. Arguably their most important
conclusion was that the earliest phase of Chinese Buddhism was a ‘‘Buddhism
through Chinese glasses’’ beset by deep misunderstandings that were only
gradually corrected over time. Indeed, this interpretation was followed by most
subsequent scholars writing in English.5 More recent scholarship has even argued
that the tendency to ‘‘misunderstand’’ Buddhism by interpreting it in terms of
Chinese ideas and practices never really went away.6 Thus, while their intention
was only to point out an early period in which this was the case, Tang and
Maspero have proven to be forerunners of what has now become the accepted and
widely practiced methodology of studying Chinese Buddhism, during all periods of
its history, not as a foreign transplant but as an integral part of the Chinese
religious landscape.

That Chinese Buddhism has come to be studied as part and parcel of Chinese
religion and culture is undeniably a good thing. Nevertheless, we must also be
careful that, in our zeal to appreciate the eventual integration of its doctrines and
institutions into the fabric of Chinese thought and society, we do not end up
ignoring the ways that Buddhism, when it first arrived and in its subsequent
history, did indeed challenge deeply held Chinese ideas, offering alternative
discourses and ways of thinking in numerous important domains. Meditation is a
convenient site to reexamine some of these questions, both because this was Tang
and Maspero’s primary example of the early Chinese tendency to interpret, or even
‘‘misunderstand,’’ Buddhism in light of preexisting Chinese ideas and practices,
and also because discussions of meditation tend to touch upon concerns that are of
fundamental importance to Buddhist self-identity.

An examination of the entire history of the reception of Buddhist meditation in
China is, obviously, beyond the scope of this article. I will, accordingly, limit
myself to a reevaluation of Tang and Maspero’s widely repeated conclusions that
during the earliest era of Chinese Buddhism—which for the sake of this article I
will take as the Eastern Han 東漢 (25–220) and Three Kingdoms 三國 (220–280)
periods7—Buddhist meditation was primarily understood as somehow akin to

5 Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China; Wright, Buddhism in Chinese History; Ch’en,
Buddhism in China. In Arthur Wright’s analysis, for example, ‘‘the range of the early translations
indicates that the few Chinese who became interested in the foreign religion were attracted by its
novel formulas for the attainment of supernatural powers, immortality, or salvation and not by its
ideas. This early Buddhism was generally regarded as a sect of religious Daoism’’ (Wright,
Buddhism in Chinese History, 32–33). Wright goes on to attribute this failure of the Buddhists to
properly communicate their ideas to the vast linguistic gulf separating the two cultures.

6 See, for example, Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism. Although Sharf
questions just what it would mean to call even novel Chinese interpretations of Buddhism
‘‘misunderstandings,’’ he agrees that the Chinese continued to look to Buddhism for answers to
concerns proper to the Chinese cultural sphere.

7 My reasons for choosing this particular time period are largely pragmatic. With the
publication of Jan Nattier’s A Guide to the Earliest Chinese Translations: Texts from the Eastern
Han and Three Kingdoms Periods, it is now possible to isolate a corpus of textual material that
dates from this period with a high degree of probability.
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native (‘‘Daoist’’) practices, and that for this reason it was above all the Buddhist
practice of breath meditation that attracted Chinese interest. As we will see, a
more complete investigation of the portrayal of meditation in the earliest Chinese
sources shows that this thesis is untenable. Indeed, as I will demonstrate, the
Buddhist meditation practice that some scholars have seen as most inimical to
native Chinese sensibilities—the contemplation of bodily impurity (a�subha-
bh �avan �a)—appears to have attracted as much, and perhaps even more attention
than did breath meditation.

BUDDHIST MEDITATION IN THE EARLIEST PHASE OF CHINESE BUDDHISM

In his comments on the initial spread of Buddhism into China, Tang noted that
‘‘meditation’’ (chan xing 禪行) was one element of Buddhism that proved to be of
particular interest to the earliest Chinese Buddhists. Thus, for example, the first
known translator of Indian Buddhist texts, the Parthian monk An Shigao 安世高

(fl. 147–168 CE),8 translated numerous texts on this subject, and judging from
prefaces, commentaries, and citations in other sources these were among the most
popular Buddhist writings in China well into the fourth century. Tang suggested,
however, that the early interest in Buddhist meditation was selective. Canonical
Buddhist texts, Tang noted, generally present two principal methods of
meditation—the contemplation of impurity (bu jing guan 不淨觀), in which a
meditator contemplates either a rotting corpse or the impurity of his or her own
body, and breath meditation (an na ban na 安那般那).9 It was breath meditation,

8 According to the Chu sanzang jiji 出三藏記集 (early sixth-century), nominally reproducing
information from Dao’an’s 道安 catalog of 374, An Shigao’s translations were completed during
the reign of Emperor Huan 桓帝 (147–168 CE). An Shigao’s biography in the slightly later Gao
seng zhuan 高僧傳 also cites what it claims is Dao’an’s catalog, and gives similar information
(T.2059:50.324a8–10). The identity of An Shigao himself is something of a mystery, especially in
light of Antonino Forte’s remarkable study of the non-Buddhist sources from the sixth century
and beyond that claim that An Shigao was not a monk (as all Buddhist sources claim), but a royal
Parthian hostage (zhi 質) at the Eastern Han court in Luoyang (Forte, The Hostage An Shigao;
for criticism of some of Forte’s conclusions, see Nattier, A Guide to the Earliest Chinese
Translations, 39–40, and Rong Xinjiang, ‘‘Fu Andu, Zhizi An shigao ji qi houyi’’).

9 An na ban na 安那般那 is a transcription of �an �ap�ana, literally ‘‘inhalation and exhalation.’’
Though perhaps not universally true in Indian Buddhism, within the Sarv�astiv�adin tradition (from
which many of An Shigao’s texts are thought to derive) breath meditation and the contemplation
of impurity are indeed presented as the two most basic forms of meditation practice, the ‘‘two
gates to the deathless’’ (amṛtadv�ara; ganlu men 甘露門). See, for example, Apidamo da piposha
lun 阿毘達磨大毘婆沙論 (*Mah �avibh �aṣa-�s �astra), T.1545:27.662c8–9. Narrative literature also
often presented these two practices as the two most important, or at least most common, forms of
meditation. The most famous example of this is the well-known story of various monks who
commit suicide after having practiced the a�subha-bh �avan �a (Wiltshire, ‘‘The ‘Suicide’ Problem in
the Pali Canon’’), prompting the Buddha to teach breath meditation (�an �ap�ana) instead, as this
practice, he says, leads to liberation without such unfortunate effects. A retort to this story
(whose message seems to be that �an �ap�ana is preferable) is found in the Chu yao jing 出曜經,
where it is claimed that it is not a�subha meditation but rather �an �ap�ana meditation that, through
a disturbance of the internal winds, can lead to death if performed improperly (T.212:4.698b8–
c3; the Chu yao jing appeared in China in the late fourth century, and in part contains a
translation of the Dharmapada and a commentary to it, though it may also contain material
interpolated by its supposed translator Zhu Fonian竺佛念; see Hiraoka, ‘‘Shutsuy�oky�o no seiritsu
ni kansuru mondai’’).
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Tang argued, that captured the Chinese imagination, and the appeal of this
practice was ‘‘related to its compatibility with Daoist (道家) techniques.’’10 In
Maspero’s posthumous writings we find a remarkably similar theory, seemingly
reached independently, about a connection between the initial popularity of
Buddhist breath meditation and native Chinese techniques of cultivation.11

In the ensuing years, Japanese, Chinese, and Western scholars all seem to have
accepted the conclusion that the earliest Chinese Buddhists were particularly
interested in breath meditation, and that this selective interest reflects a tendency,
initially strong but gradually corrected over time, to gravitate towards those
Buddhist activities that seemed compatible, in some manner or another, with
preexisting Chinese ideas and practices.12 Kenneth Ch’en even argued that the
Chinese actively shunned the contemplation of impurity (which he suggests
violated Chinese norms concerning the body) in favor of Buddhist breathing
exercises that had ‘‘affinity to the Daoist practices,’’ and that, accordingly,
Buddhist texts on breath meditation were translated by An Shigao and others
precisely in response to the interests and demands of the second- and third-century

10 Tang Yongtong, Han Wei liang Jin nanbeichao fojiao shi, 1:116.
11 Maspero, Le Taoı̈sme et les religions chinoises, 48–49; 436–438. When Tang published

his book Maspero must have already been working on his pioneering study of Daoist meditation
methods (‘‘Les procédés de ‘nourir le principle vital’ dans la religion taoı̈ste ancienne’’), first
published in 1937. It is unclear, however, if there was any mutual influence between these two
great scholars. In any event, Tang and Maspero seem to have been the first to specifically connect
the early popularity of Buddhist meditation in China with native Chinese practices, and earlier
scholars studying these topics do not appear to mention anything of the sort. In Japan, some
scholars had also been researching antecedents to the Chan (chan 禪) school of later China and
Japan. Beginning with the work of Matsumoto Bunzaburo 松本文三郎 (Daruma; ‘‘Zen no sah �o
ni tsuite’’), completed before the Dunhuang Chan material had been discovered, Japanese
scholars had begun to look beyond the traditional story of Bodhidharma for earlier Chinese
conceptions of meditation (chan 禪) practice. One conclusion was that much of the rhetoric and
imagery of Chinese Chan was derived from the so-called Lao-Zhuang 老莊 tradition (what
scholars now call xuan xue 玄學). As early as 1921 Taichibana Keish �o 橘惠胜 observed that
descriptions of chan tinged with Lao-Zhuang-style language could be found as early as the
writings of Zhi Dun 支遁 in the fourth century (Taichibana, Shina Bukky�o shis �oshi, 330).
However, Japanese scholars do not seem to have connected An Shigao’s emphasis on �an �ap�ana
with Daoist breathing practices until after Tang Yongtong’s book had become widely known.
Nukariya Kaiten 忽滑谷快天 thus does not mention it in his massive Zengaku shis�oshi 禪學思想
史 (published in 1925). Similarly, though Fung Yu-lan’s influential A History of Chinese
Philosophy (first published in Chinese in 1934) takes Dao’an’s preface to An Shigao’s Anban
shouyi jing 安般守意經 (a text I will discuss in more detail below) as an example of ‘‘the use of
Daoist terminology to explain Buddhist concepts,’’ he makes no mention of any connection
between breath meditation itself and Daoist or other Chinese practices (Fung Yu-lan, A History
of Chinese Philosophy, 2:240–243). Even as late as 1937, one year before the publication of Tang
Yongtong’s book, Hu Shih 胡適 would argue that Daoist meditation practices were entirely
derived from Buddhism, seemingly unaware that anyone had proposed a nearly opposite
interpretation (Hu, ‘‘The Indianization of China,’’ 240).

12 �Och �o, Ch �ugoku bukky�o no kenky�u, 1:195; Zürcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 33;
Lü Cheng, Zhongguo foxue yuanliu lüejiang, 29, 286. In a later piece, Zürcher would revise
many of his earlier opinions about the extent to which Han Buddhism was influenced by native
Chinese concerns (Zürcher, ‘‘A New Look at the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Texts’’). My present
study can be seen as an attempt to further some of the ideas that Zürcher sketched in this later
work.
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Chinese audience.13 As time has passed, these ideas have continued to be repeated
by scholars, both in the West and elsewhere. Even in quite recent scholarship, often
critical of previous scholarly narratives of the history of Buddhism in China, we
frequently find articulated some version of Tang and Maserpo’s theory that early
Chinese Buddhists were particularly drawn to breath meditation, and that this was
because it could somehow be linked to similar native Chinese techniques of
cultivation.14

BREATHING AND IMPURITY

Scholarly investigations of meditation in early Chinese Buddhism have thus
concluded that breath meditation was the most important such exercise (either in
practice, or in terms of theoretical interest), and that its popularity was due to its
perceived similarities to native Chinese breath cultivation. In order to determine if
this conclusion is warranted, I will first look briefly at the nature and scope of pre-
Buddhist Chinese breathing exercises, and then, in more detail, consider whether
Buddhist breath meditation really was as popular in China as scholars have
maintained, and whether or not it was understood or presented in ways that made
it seem similar to its Chinese counterparts.

The early Chinese did assuredly have a well-developed tradition of breathing
exercises,15 and though their precise origin is unknown they are attested from at
least the fourth century BCE.16 In whatever form they are found, such breathing
exercises belonged to what Chinese and Japanese scholars call the tradition of
‘‘nourishing life’’ (yang sheng 養生), which some Western scholars have translated
as ‘‘macrobiotic hygiene.’’ In addition to breathing exercises to promote health
and longevity through the absorption of pure ‘‘breath’’ (qi 氣) from the heavens
and its circulation throughout the body, other practices with similar goals included
dietary restrictions, sexual techniques, and stretching exercises (dao yin 導引).17

13 Ch’en, Buddhism in China, 47. More recent Chinese scholars have made similar
arguments (Xuan Fang, Han Wei Jin chanxue yanjiu, 295n3).

14 See, for example, Donner, ‘‘The Mahayanization of the Chinese Dhyana Tradition,’’ 55;
Willemen, ‘‘Sarv�astiv�ada dhy�ana,’’ 532; Xuan Fang, Han Wei Jin chanxue yanjiu, 295–300;
Sharf, Coming to Terms with Chinese Buddhism, 10; Pan Guiming, Zhongguo fojiao sixiang shi
gao, 23. Chinese scholars often now discuss the question as one of ‘‘native Chinese’’ (本土) ideas
rather than ‘‘Daoist’’ ones, but the overall issues remain the same.

15 For a summary of Western Han and earlier sources that treat breath cultivation, with a
focus on the origins and development of the idea of breath cultivation as the absorption of
celestial qi 氣, see Ishida, ‘‘Sh �osoku k�o.’’

16 The earliest surviving example is an inscription, detailing a process for the ‘‘circulation of
the breath’’ (xing qi 行氣), carved on a twelve-sided jade cylinder now housed in the Tianjin
Museum of History 天津歷史博物館. Concerning the date of this inscription, scholars have
usually followed the opinions of Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (Guo Moruo, ‘‘Gudai wenzi zhi bianzheng,’’
9), who dated it to 380 BCE. The precise reading of the characters is occasionally disputed (see Xu
Guojing, ‘‘Xingqi yuming’’). In Western-language sources, the significance of the inscription has
been discussed by Harper, ‘‘The Sexual Arts of Ancient China,’’ 563; Roth, ‘‘Evidence for Stages
of Meditation,’’ 298; and Mair, ‘‘[The] File [on the Cosmic] Track,’’ 33.

17 For a survey of these practices in the pre-Qin, Qin, and Han periods, see Sawada, ‘‘Senshin
kanshoki y�oj�o shis �o,’’ 252–260.
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Although previous generations of scholars knew the importance of these
practices in pre-Buddhist China through brief references in the received canon of
early philosophical and medical texts, concrete examples were limited. However,
during the past several decades the discoveries of numerous hitherto unknown
texts, mostly in ancient tombs, has greatly increased scholarly knowledge and
understanding of these regimes.18 Instructions for these practices appear to have
circulated among elite audiences in semi-secret manuals filled with intentionally
obscure terms, such that their correct interpretation would have required personal
initiation.

By the late Eastern Han, that special breathing exercises could lead to
immortality had become a widespread, if contested, belief.19 Wang Chong 王充

(27 CE–ca. 100 CE) thus cites a popular understanding that through the ‘‘ingestion’’
of qi one might live forever.20 And though he goes on to ridicule this idea, he does
not deny the more mundane healing benefits of such practices, and some sources
even claim that he himself eventually authored a (now-lost) treatise on nourishing
life.21 When Buddhism was introduced to China, breath cultivation practices were
thus popular and widespread, and though there was a range of opinions
concerning their possible benefits, it was generally agreed that they would lead
to some form of bodily well-being, either as a long, healthy, and successful life in
the present, or a perfected body that could escape death.22

As mentioned above, Tang Yongtong maintained that breath meditation
especially appealed to early Chinese Buddhists because of its perceived similarity
to Chinese techniques. A key piece of evidence he presented for this was the

18 See, for example, Harper, ‘‘The Sexual Arts of Ancient China,’’ ‘‘The Bellows Analogy,’’
‘‘Warring States Natural Philosophy,’’ and Early Chinese Medical Literature; Lo, ‘‘The Influence
of Western Han Nurturing Life Literature.’’

19 It is unclear precisely when the connection was first drawn between breath cultivation and
immortality. Harper’s position is that at the time of the Mawangdui manuscripts the connection
between macrobiotic hygiene and the cult of the immortals was still tenuous (Harper, Early
Chinese Medical Literature, 116).

21 On Wang Chong’s treatise on nourishing life, see Taiping yu lan 720 (p. 3189), citing the
Kuaiji dian lu 會稽典錄 (Eastern Jin).

20 ‘‘The Daoists boast to each other, saying: ingest only qi! Thus the legends say that those
who ingest qi will live forever’’ 道家相誇曰: 以氣而為食, 故傳曰食氣者, 壽而不死 (Lunheng
jiaoshi, 324).

22 Some have argued that there did exist a tradition of ‘‘inner’’ breath cultivation whose goals
were not bodily but ‘‘spiritual’’ well-being. Thus Roth and Major argue that chapter seven of the
second-century-BCE Huainanzi 淮南子 (‘‘Jing shen xun’’ 精神訓) is a criticism of ‘‘qi cultivation
practiced for physical benefits’’ by those seeking ‘‘more transformative and deeply satisfying
spiritual benefits’’ (Major et al., The Huainanzi, 236). However, I would suggest that the
Huainanzi (as well as other texts adduced elsewhere by Roth, such as the ‘‘Nei ye’’ 內業 chapter
of the Guan zi 管子; see Roth, Original Tao) is not so much arguing that the ‘‘spirit’’ (shen 神)
should be cultivated instead of the body, but that successful nurturing of life can only be attained
through the restraint of the emotions, not merely through skillful breathing exercises or drugs.
Indeed this very same chapter of theHuainan zi explicitly takes ‘‘long life’’ (shou壽) as one of the
promised goals (Major et al., The Huainanzi, 245). Thus, while the Huainanzi clearly contrasts
‘‘nourishing the body’’ (yang shen 養身) with ‘‘nourishing the spirit’’ (yang shen 養神), the
distinction seems to be one of techniques, not of goals (see Shibata, ‘‘Kodai shoshis �o to
y�oj �osetsu’’). On the connection between psychological cultivation and its bodily manifestations in
the Ru 儒 (‘‘Confucian’’) tradition, see Csikszentmihalyi, Material Virtue.
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prominence in early Chinese Buddhism of the Scripture on Mental Restraint
through Breath Meditation (Anban shouyi jing 安般守意經), long considered the
most important and influential translation of An Shigao. In addition to being one
of the most commented-on Buddhist scriptures in China between the second and
fourth centuries, this text also contains several passages giving what have usually
been interpreted as ‘‘Daoist’’ glosses to key technical terms. Tang and those
following after him have concluded from this that early Chinese Buddhist
teachings on breath meditation, even those contained in translated scriptures, were
designed to appeal to a Chinese audience already familiar with and enamored by
Chinese breathing practices.

There are, however, a number of problems with these conclusions. First, the
Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation that modern scholars
had considered to be a translation of An Shigao (and hence to reflect the manner in
which breath meditation was first presented to the Chinese) turns out to have a
more problematic origin. It now seems that a different text with this same title,
copies of which were recently discovered at Kong �o-ji 金剛寺 temple in Japan, was
An Shigao’s original translation.23 The text included in the Chinese Buddhist
canon under this name, in contrast, appears to be a commentary written in China,
albeit a very early one.24 This is significant for the question of the early Chinese
understanding of Buddhist breath meditation, because the ‘‘Daoist’’ or ‘‘Chinese’’
terminology that scholars have noted is entirely absent in the Kong �o-ji version.
From this, at least, it would seem that Han-dynasty missionaries, such as An
Shigao, who translated texts on Buddhist meditation were not blatantly presenting
such practices as parallel or analogous to comparable Chinese techniques.

Still, the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation is not
without interest. Indeed, as a Chinese commentary from the late Han or early
Three Kingdoms period, it offers us a window onto the understanding of Buddhist
meditation practice, particularly breath meditation, that was actively circulating
among Chinese authors during this time. In some sense it would thus be all the
more significant if this text revealed that breath meditation had been singled out as

23 I will refer to this version as the Kong�o-ji Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation. For an initial report of the several previously lost An Shigao texts found at Kong �o-ji,
see Kajiura, ‘‘Kong �oji issaiky�o.’’ Subsequent research on these texts includes Ochiai, ‘‘Dai
anbanky�o to sh �oanbanky�o’’; Deleanu, ‘‘The Newly Found Text of the An ban shou yi jing’’;
Zacchetti, ‘‘The Rediscovery of Three Early Buddhist Scriptures,’’ and ‘‘The Nature of the Da
anban shouyi jing.’’

24 Zacchetti, ‘‘The Nature of the Da anban shouyi jing.’’ It had long been suspected that the
received version of the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation contained at
least some later commentary. Sugi 守其, editor of the second carving of the Korean canon
(completed in 1236), indicates in his collation notes (Koryŏguk sinjo taejang kyojŏng pyŏllok 高
麗國新雕大藏校正別錄) that the text appeared to be an intertwined root-text and commentary,
and the Taish�o editors append Sugi’s comments to the text itself (T.602:15.173a25–28). Modern
scholars had until recently followed this understanding, first attempting to separate the root text
from the commentary before proceeding with translation or interpretation (Ui, Yakuky�oshi
kenky�u; Aramaki, ‘‘Indo bukky�o kara Ch �ugoku bukky�o e’’; Du Jiwen, Anban shouyi jing). But in
the light of the Kong �o-ji version, Zacchetti proposes that the received text is not a jumbled
commentary and root-text, but a simple commentary, perhaps based on an oral commentary
delivered by An Shigao himself, composed on the basis of a text similar to the Kong �o-ji Scripture
on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation.
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the most important Buddhist meditation practice or had been interpreted using
technical terminology drawn from pre-Buddhist Chinese traditions. For example,
the text glosses the title, anban shouyi 安般守意 (a translation of �an �ap �ana-smṛti,
‘‘mindfulness of breathing’’) as follows: ‘‘An means ‘clear,’ ban means ‘pure,’ shou
means ‘non,’ while yi means ‘doing.’ Thus [the title] means ‘clear, pure non-
doing’’’ 安為清, 般為淨, 守為無, 意名為. 是清淨無為也.25 This passage is
frequently cited as evidence that Buddhist breath meditation was being presented
as a means of achieving ‘‘Daoist’’ ends.26 In a similar vein, the expression ‘‘mental
restraint’’ (shou yi 守意), nominally a translation of the Buddhist technical term
smṛti (‘‘mindfulness’’), has been interpreted as homophonous and thus inter-
changeable with ‘‘guarding the one’’ (shou yi 守一), supposedly a Daoist, or at
least pre-Buddhist Chinese meditation practice.27

However, the significance of these points has been overstated. In fact, the terms
‘‘mental restraint,’’ used in the title of the Scripture on Mental Restraint through
Breath Meditation and also more generally in An Shigao’s translations of
meditation texts, and ‘‘guarding the one,’’ the supposedly Daoist practice, were
not actually homophones at this time (scholars seem to have been misled by the
words’ similarity in modern Mandarin), nor do they appear to have been
interchangeable in Buddhist texts.28 Moreover, the term ‘‘guarding the one’’ itself,
though appearing in some early Chinese Buddhist texts and interpreted by scholars
as a ‘‘Daoist’’-influenced translation of the technical term sam �adhi (‘‘concentra-
tion’’), did not always have this meaning, and it was readily used to translate non-
technical words such as ‘‘always’’ or ‘‘alone.’’29 Even granting that concepts such
as solitude and constancy are potentially connected to Buddhist meditation
practice, and that ‘‘guarding the one’’ may indeed, in some cases, have been used to
translate technical terms from Buddhist meditation discourse, that the word was
also used by early translators more prosaically suggests that in the circles where
Buddhist texts were read and translated the term did not have an overly technical
meaning. In other words, the presence of this term does not, in itself, give us any
reason to posit a conscious or even unconscious association or conflation between
Buddhist meditation practices and specific pre-Buddhist Chinese cultivation
exercises.30 As scholars have shown, ‘‘guarding the one’’ was undoubtedly used

25 T.602:15.164a4–5.
26 Tang Yongtong, Han Wei liang Jin nanbeichao fojiao shi, 1:171; Xuan Fang, Han Wei Jin

chanxue yanjiu, 289; Hung Hunglung, ‘‘Bussetsu dai an pan shu i ky�o.’’
27 Link, ‘‘Evidence for Doctrinal Continuity of Han Buddhism,’’ 60.
28 That shou yi 守意 and shou yi 守一 were interchangeable homophones has been repeated

without evidence by many scholars (Link, ‘‘Evidence for Doctrinal Continuity,’’ 60; Chappell,
‘‘The Teachings of the Fourth Ch’an Patriach,’’ 100; Buswell, The formation of Ch’an ideology,
140; Sharf, Coming to Terms, 325n126). Despite their similarity in modern Mandarin, in earlier
times yi 一 was classed as entering (ru 入) tone (and thus had a final consonant), while yi 意 was
a level tone (and thus lacked a final consonant). Even the vowel sounds of these words did not
become the same until the thirteenth century (Pulleyblank, Lexicon of Reconstructed
Pronunciation, 365 and 368). Rhyming glosses from the Eastern Han, the most relevant time
period given the questions under consideration, similarly show that these words were not
considered to rhyme at that time (Coblin, A Handbook of Eastern Han Sound Glosses, 192).

29 See the Appendix.
30 Timothy Barrett has recently made a similar point on the basis of different evidence

(Barrett, ‘‘Preliminary Considerations,’’ 42).
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in Buddhist meditation discourse during the Tang 唐 (618–907) dynasty as a
conscious appropriation of Daoist terminology.31 But this was a much later
development, one that should not be read back onto the second and third
centuries.

The Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation is thus not
obviously rife with terminology borrowed from Chinese cultivation regimes. But
more importantly, this text, whose early popularity supposedly shows that the first
Chinese Buddhists were above all interested in Daoist-like breath meditation, does
not actually devote all or even most of its attention to breath meditation. Indeed,
in some cases it seems to suggest that breath meditation might be subordinate to
other practices, notably the contemplation of impurity, which is discussed within
the text at least as often as breath meditation itself. And in this respect, the
Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation proves similar to a
number of other second- and third-century Chinese Buddhist texts that discuss
meditation, where the contemplation of impurity is often presented as the most
basic and prototypical form of practice. In other words, once we look beyond the
mere titles of texts such as the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation, there seems to be no foundation to the claims of previous scholars that
early Chinese Buddhists, attracted only to meditation practices that seemed
familiar to them, ignored or found distasteful practices such as the contemplation
of impurity.

Indeed, it would be rather surprising if early Chinese Buddhists had ignored the
contemplation of impurity, as many (if not most) Buddhist translations carried out
during the Han dynasty dwell at length on topics such as death and
impermanence.32 The Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation,
which as discussed above is probably not a Han-dynasty translation but rather an
early commentary, gives similar emphasis to this topic through its frequent and
explicit directions for the contemplation of bodily impurity:

To contemplate others’ bodies means to view their white flesh, their painted-
black eyebrows, and their red lips. Seeing the flesh, one should think of a
bloated corpse. Seeing the white [of their face], one should think of the
bones of a corpse. Seeing the black of their eyebrows, one should think of a
corpse deep black in color. Seeing their red lips, think of blood, deep red in
color. One thus analyzes all the components of the body so that one’s mind
transforms and is no longer attached to the body . . . One who covets
should think about impermanence. One who lusts should think of all of the
evil impurities contained in the object [of desire].

觀他人身, 為見色肥白黛眉赤脣. 見肥, 當念死人脹. 見白, 當念死人骨. 見

眉黑當念死人正黑. 見朱脣當念血正赤. 校計身諸所有, 以得是意便轉, 不復

愛身也 . . . 貪當念非常敗. 婬當念對所有惡露.33

31 Faure, ‘‘The Concept of One-Practice Samadhi,’’ 112–114; McRae, The Northern School,
138–144; Buswell, The Formation of Ch’an Ideology, 137–157; Sharf, Coming to Terms, 181–
184.

32 Zürcher, ‘‘A new Look at the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Texts.’’
33 T.602:15.171c3–7.
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This passage, which links specific features of female beauty to stages of a decaying
corpse, was apparently a popular description of the contemplation of impurity,
and closely worded passages appear in several other texts associated with An
Shigao and his early Chinese followers.34

Other passages from the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation seem to hierarchically classify the contemplation of impurity as a
more advanced, or ‘‘inner’’ practice when compared with breath meditation:

[Initial] counting [of the breath] is applied thought, and [counting] up to ten
breaths is sustained thought—this [breath counting] is the ‘‘external’’
practice of meditation. To contemplate that the body is impure and
eventually dies [lit.: ‘‘returns to emptiness’’] is the ‘‘internal’’ practice of
meditation.

數時為念. 至十息為持{read: 待}. 是為外禪. 念身不淨隨空, 是為內禪也.35

Indeed, though the Chinese knew that the word an ban (安般; �an �ap �ana) literally
meant ‘‘breath,’’ as a form of meditation practice it seems to have been understood
not simply as ‘‘breath meditation’’ (as I have translated, for the sake of consistency,
in the title of the text), but as something closer to the entirety of ‘‘bodily
mindfulness’’ (k �aya-gata-anusmṛti), a practice that in the Indian Buddhist context
includes both the contemplation of breath and the contemplation of bodily
impurity. For example, the third-century monk Kang Senghui 康僧會 (d. 280 CE),
in his preface to the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation,
describes the fourth stage of meditation (the fourth dhy�ana), which he equates
with the fourth stage of �an �ap�ana, ‘‘contemplation’’ (guan 觀), as follows:36

One then contemplates one’s own body—from the head down to the feet one
repeatedly investigates carefully the impurities within the body. The tips of
the body hairs are like drops of pus. In this manner one views all the people
and beings of the world [as impure]. Their coming into being is like an
illusion. All that exists perishes. But having faith in the three jewels [of
Buddhism], all darkness turns to light. This is called the fourth stage of
meditation.

34 See, for example, lines 545–552 of the Scripture on the Twelve Gates (Shi’er men jing
十二門經), one of the texts attributed to An Shigao discovered at Kong �o-ji (I discuss this passage
below, p. 157). There is also a very similar passage in the Fa guan jing 法觀經 (T.611:15.240c29–
241a9), a text whose relevance for the study of second- and third-century Chinese Buddhism I
discuss below (see p. 166 and note 76).

35 T.602:15.165b1–2. Here nian 念 (‘‘applied thought’’) and dai 待 (‘‘sustained thought’’)
are translations of the technical terms vitarka and vic�ara (Zacchetti, ‘‘Brief Communication’’),
two of the mental factors said to be present in the first stage of meditation (the first dhy�ana).

36 This same relationship between the four dhy�anas and the first four stages of �an �ap�ana is
also found in the brief ‘‘comments by the master’’ 師云 found at the end of the Kong�o-ji Scripture
on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation (Ochiai, Kong�oji issaiky�o, 276–277).
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還觀其身自頭至足, 反覆微察內體污露, 森楚毛竪猶覩膿涕. 於斯具照天地

人物, 其盛若衰{read: 幻}, 無存不亡. 信佛三寶, 眾冥皆明. 謂之四禪也.37

Thus, according to Kang Senghui the fourth stage of an ban, a word we might have
expected Chinese readers to understand as ‘‘breath meditation,’’ involves the
contemplation of the impurity of the body.

However, this understanding of the meaning of the word an ban may not have
been the only one, and the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation (which as discussed above is a Chinese commentary and thus not the
text to which Kang Senghui’s preface originally referred) suggests that
contemplating the body should occur only after finishing all six stages of �an �ap �ana:

Question: Why does one not first inwardly and outwardly contemplate the
body, but rather first [performs the six �an �ap�ana practices of] counting,
following, stopping, contemplating, returning, and purifying? Answer:
Because [initially] the mind is not [yet] pure, and therefore one cannot see
the body. Once the mind is purified, then one will be able to entirely see the
body, inwardly and outwardly [one’s own and others’ (?)].

問: 何以故不先內外觀身體, 反先數息、相隨、止、觀、還、淨? 報: 用意不

淨故, 不見身. 意已淨, 便悉見身內外.38

It would thus appear that there were several different explanations concerning the
relationship between the six stages of �an �ap �ana and the contemplation of the body.
Nevertheless, both passages above suggest that the contemplation of the body—
which in this context must mean the contemplation of bodily impurity—is a more
advanced practice than simple breath meditation. Thus even for those who took
an ban to mean ‘‘breath meditation,’’ the contemplation of impurity was not
ignored or considered unimportant, and may even have been seen as a superior, if
potentially more difficult, practice.

This emphasis on the contemplation of impurity is, furthermore, consistent with
a number of other second- and third-century Chinese Buddhist texts that discuss
meditation practice, in which we find detailed instructions for the contemplation
of impurity without any mention of breath meditation. Two examples of this are
the Scripture on the Twelve Gates (Shier men jing 十二門經) and the Explanations
on the Scripture of the Twelve Gates (Jie Shier men jing 解十二門經), texts
attributed to An Shigao but rediscovered only recently at Kong �o-ji.39 Based on
early citations and references it had long been known to scholars that among early
Chinese Buddhists interested in meditation teachings the Scripture on the Twelve
Gates was just as revered as the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath

37 T.602:15.163b7–10. I here emend 衰 to 幻 following the Kong �o-ji version of the preface
(Ochiai, Kong �oji issaiky�o, 31–34).

38 T.602:15.167c4–6.
39 These two texts, whose precise relationship remains open to question, were found on the

same scroll containing the Kong�o-ji Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation
(see Zacchetti, ‘‘The Rediscovery of Three Early Buddhist Scriptures’’).
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Meditation.40 The contents of the Scripture on the Twelve Gates, however, has
remained almost entirely unknown until recently.

These texts indeed turn out to provide some of the most comprehensive early
Chinese discussions of the word chan 禪, and they are thus invaluable sources for
understanding the Chinese conception of meditation practice during the Eastern
Han and Three Kingdoms period. The initial portions of the Scripture on the
Twelve Gates describe the so-called twelve gates themselves, namely the four basic
stages of meditation (the four dhy�anas), the four apram�aṇa meditations (in which
the meditator develops feelings of love, compassion, and other emotions that serve
as antidotes to the defilement of hatred), and the four ‘‘formless’’ meditations.
Following this, there is a long discussion of various aspects of basic meditation
(dhy�ana; chan 禪). Although we do here find a single line equating the four stages
of meditation with the first four stages of �an �ap �ana,41 just as in Kang Senghui’s
preface above, this is the only discussion of breath meditation in the entire text.
When the method of actually practicing meditation (chan 禪) is explained, we find
only a detailed description of the contemplation of impurity, one that is quite
similar to the passage discussed above from the Scripture on Mental Restraint
through Breath Meditation:

One who desires to sit in meditation and practice the Way must always
analyze and contemplate the thirty-six impure things within the body—such
as the head, eyes, hands, feet, bones, teeth, skin, flesh, entrails, stomach,
liver, kidney—as each scattered about in a different place. When one’s
thoughts crave the beautiful white of a woman’s body, one should think of
the deep white bones of a corpse. When one’s thoughts crave the beautiful
flesh of a woman’s skin, one should think of the swollen [skin] of a corpse.
When one’s thoughts crave the beautiful red of a woman’s lips, one should
think of the deep red of the blood [coming from] a rotting corpse. When
one’s thoughts crave the beautiful black of a woman’s eyebrows, one should
think of the deep blue-black of a rotting corpse. Everything is empty—it is
but the workings of the mind.

欲坐禪行道, 常當分別觀身頭目手足骨齒肌肉腸胃肝腎, 所有惡露三十六物,
各自異處, 意愛女人身白好, 當念死人骨正白, 意愛女人肌肉好, 當念死人壞

時胮脹. 意愛女人脣赤好, 當念死人壞時四{read: 血}正赤, 意愛女人眉黑好,
當念死人壞時正青黑. 一切無所有, 但意作耳.42

This emphasis on using the contemplation of impurity as the basic method of
meditation is, moreover, consonant with other passages in the Scripture on the
Twelve Gates that seem to equate dhy�ana (chan 禪) itself, here meaning the first

40 Dao’an, writing in the fourth century, called the Scripture on the Twelve Gates, which he
considered to be a translation of An Shigao, the ‘‘most thorough of all the meditation sutras’’ 比
諸禪經, 最為精悉 (Chu sanzang jiji, T.2415:55.46b6–8).

41 Ochiai, Kong �oji issaiky�o, 409–410.
42 Ochiai, Kong �oji issaiky�o, 545–551. I here follow Zacchetti, ‘‘An Shigao’s Texts,’’ 58–59,

emending 四 to 血.
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four of the twelve gates, specifically with the contemplation of impurity. We read,
for example, that the first four gates are suitable for those with excess lust, the
second four for those with excess hatred, and the third four for those with excess
delusion.43 Although the link between delusion (moha; chi 癡) and the formless
( �ar�upya) meditations (gates nine through twelve) is unclear, the apram�aṇa (gates
five through eight) as an antidote to hatred is a well-known arrangement, and
treating the four dhy�ana as the antidote to lust seems to imply that they are
equivalent to the contemplation of impurity.44 Dao’an’s 道安 fourth-century
preface to the Scripture on the Twelve Gates also equates the four dhy�ana with the
contemplation of impurity, so this must have been a common interpretation.45

The Scripture on the Twelve Gates also at one point compares the abandoning
of the mental defilements (kle�sa) to the abandoning of the impure body, suggesting
that the impurity of the body served as a metaphor for other kinds of Buddhist
truths:

One must carefully contemplate that the body is of no use, and the mind too
is of no use. Why? Within the body there is [nothing but] pus, blood, rot,
and various foul things. [Similarly] within the mind there is nothing but lust,
hatred, delusions, and jealousy. There is nothing lovely here.

43 Ochiai, Kong �oji issaiky�o, 420–422. This passage is also notable for what appears to be the
earliest occurrence in Chinese Buddhism of the term ‘‘chan illness’’ (chan bing 禪病), here used to
describe the particular defilement that plagues the meditator most severely.

44 Another passage says that the principal activity in the four dhy�anas is the ‘‘contemplation
of the body,’’ and this too may imply the impurity contemplation (Ochiai, Kong�oji issaiky�o, 503).
Another passage specifically pairs excess lust with the contemplation of impurity, suggesting that
the earlier reference to using the ‘‘four dhy�anas’’ to counteract lust does indeed refer to this (ibid.,
561–566).

45 In his preface (now titled Shier men jing xu 十二門經序), Dao’an similarly equates the
four dhy�anas with the eradication of lust, the four apram �an

˙
as with hate, and the four �ar�upya

meditations with delusion. Here are his comments on the four dhy�anas (si chan 四禪), which
make clear that he understood these to mean above all the contemplation of impurity: ‘‘Now a
perverse mind will necessarily have some slight propensity, and for this reason a division of four
[?] is made herein. For those bound in the prison of lust, wild passions surge forth, and they are
unable to distinguish base from noble. Their polluted minds become deeply absorbed, and as they
become habituated to this they become as if mad. There are no cases of losing the country or
ruining one’s self that do not come from this. Drunk and deluded by these frivolities, they do not
understand that they are but illusions. For this reason [one meditates] upon a corpse fallen to the
ground, and realizing [the impermanence and impurity of the object of desire], one gradually cuts
off [attachment], stilling the thoughts until reaching quietude, and thereby tasting that which has
no taste. Thus are they called the four dhy�anas’’ 夫邪僻之心, 必有微著, 是故禪法以四為差焉. 貪
淫囹者, 荒色悖烝, 不別尊卑, 渾心耽愐. 習以成狂, 亡國傾身, 莫不由之. 虛迷空醉, 不知為幻, 故
以死尸散落 , 自悟漸斷 , 微想以至于寂 , 味乎無味 , 故曰四禪也 (Chu sanzang jiji ,
T.2415:55.45c6–10). The meaning of the line ‘‘a division of four is made herein’’ 四為差焉 is
unclear, though it may refer to the four dhy�anas (Nakajima, Shutsusanz �okish �u, 28n9). A similar
passage occurs in Dao’an’s preface to his own (lost) commentary to the Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation, where he writes: ‘‘Therefore �an �ap�ana has recourse to the
breath so as to perfect restraint, while the four dhy�anas rely on the body so as to achieve
concentration’’ 是故安般寄息以成守, 四禪寓骸以成定也 (Chu sanzang jiji, T.2415:55.43c6–7).
Dao’an thus seems to have believed that �an �ap�ana takes the breath as its object, while dhy�ana
focuses on the body (and hence, presumably, impurity).
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諦校計, 身亦不可用, 意亦不可用. 何以故? 身中但有膿血臭處諸惡物, 意中

但有貪婬瞋恚愚癡嫉妒, 有何等好.46

Thus, when we actually read what appear to be the most important Chinese
Buddhist texts on meditation from the second and third centuries, we do not find
any particular emphasis on breath meditation. If anything, breath meditation
appears to have been of slightly less interest than the contemplation of impurity,
which was emblematic of dhy�ana and indeed of enlightenment itself. Simply put,
whatever connections may have been perceived between native Chinese practices
of breath cultivation and their Buddhist counterparts, these do not seem to have
played a decisive role in determining the kinds of meditation practices introduced
to and studied by the earliest Chinese Buddhists.

THE GOALS OF MEDITATION

Having determined that the earliest Chinese Buddhists (or at least the earliest
concerning whom we have any evidence) did not disproportionately focus on
breath meditation, we can now ask a slightly different question—what did the
Chinese who first became interested in Buddhism imagine the goals of meditation
to be? As discussed above, beginning with Tang Yongtong and Henri Maspero
scholars have generally argued that Buddhist meditation was initially understood
in China as a variant of native Chinese (or ‘‘Daoist’’) breathing exercises. And
while, as we have seen, breath meditation was not considered the sine non qua of
Buddhist meditation practice in the earliest period of Chinese Buddhism, it
obviously was of at least some interest and importance. We might then ask
whether early Chinese Buddhist texts portray these practices as in any way
analogous to their Chinese counterparts. What goals, for example, were attributed
to breath meditation? Were these similar to the aims of contemporaneous Chinese
traditions of breath cultivation?

Our ability to answer these questions is constrained by our limited knowledge of
second- and third-century Chinese breath cultivation practices. But given what is
known from the macrobiotic hygiene literature,47 the brief accounts in probable
late Han texts such as the Tai ping jing 太平經,48 and the more fully surviving
material from later periods,49 it is clear that Chinese breath cultivation was
generally structured around the theme of nourishing the body with pure celestial
qi, harmonizing and circulating the qi within the body so as to prevent stagnation

46 Ochiai, Kong�oji issaiky�o, 564–566. A conceptually similar presentation of bodily impurity
as a metaphor for the impurity of the mental defilements is found in the presentation of a�subha in
the �Sr�avaka-bh�umi (which probably dates to the first centuries of the common era), where
a�subha is said to be of six kinds, including ‘‘impurity [which is] suffering’’ (duḥkh �a�subhat �a)
and the ‘‘impurity [which is] the defilements’’ (kle�s �a�subhat �a). See �SrBh, 2:59.

47 Harper, ‘‘The Sexual Arts of Ancient China,’’ ‘‘The Bellows Analgoy.’’
48 These are analyzed by Kamituska, Rikuch �o d�oky�o shis �o, 349–350.
49 A good introduction to these practices remains Maspero, Le Taoı̈sme et les religions

chinoises, 498–552.
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and decay, or expelling agents of corruption such as the ‘‘three cadavers’’ (san shi
三尸) or ‘‘three worms’’ (san chong 三蟲).50

And indeed it is precisely such techniques that scholars have seen as parallel to
the basic understanding (though not necessarily the technical details) of breath
meditation in the earliest Chinese Buddhist texts. Tsukamoto Zenry�u, for example,
tried to show this through an analysis of Xi Kang’s 嵇康 (223–263) Yang sheng
lun 養生論, a key third-century text on nourishing life.51 Tsukamoto saw Xi
Kang’s treatise as an example of a Chinese discourse that, while entirely
uninfluenced by Buddhist ideas, nonetheless displayed a similarity of spirit. As
an example, he cites the following passage from the Yang sheng lun:

Thus the superior man knows that the body depends on the spirit for its life,
and that spirit relies on the body for its existence. He realizes that life is
easily lost, and knows how much even a single fault can harm life. Therefore
he cultivates his nature so as to protect his spirit, rests his mind so as to
preserve his body intact. He does not allow love or hate to occupy his
emotions, and does not let his mind be bothered with worry or happiness.
Floating aimlessly, free from potential stimulations, the vital energy of his
body is harmonious and peaceful. He further breathes in and out [in the
manner prescribed by the texts on breath cultivation], regulates his diet so as
to nurture his body, thereby causing his physical body and his spirit to be
intimate with one another, such that both the inside [spirit] and outside
[body] are kept safe.

是以君子知形恃神以立, 神須形以存. 悟生理之易失, 知一過之害生. 故修性

以保神, 安心以全身. 愛憎不棲於情, 憂喜不留於意. 泊然無感, 而體氣和平.
又呼吸吐納, 服食養身, 使形神相親, 表裏俱濟也.52

Although he does not mention technical details, Xi Kang does outline the basic
goals of breath cultivation as he understood them. And these goals, Tsukamoto
argues, are similar to those associated at the time with Buddhist meditation
practices, particularly breath meditation as expounded in the Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation.53

However, Tsukamoto, like other scholars who have put forward similar views,
does not actually point to specific passages where the Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation (or any other early Chinese Buddhist text)
associates breath meditation with such ideas. And indeed, a closer examination
shows that breath meditation as described in early Chinese Buddhist texts bears no

50 On expelling the bodily ‘‘worms,’’ see Lévi, ‘‘L’abstinence des cereals,’’ and ‘‘Vers de
cereals.’’

51 Tsukamoto, A History of Early Chinese Buddhism, 130–131.
52 Xi Kang ji, 54. The translation follows Hurvitz’s translation of Tuskamoto’s book

(Tsukamoto, A History of Early Chinese Buddhism, 130–131), with some modifications.
53 Tsukamoto writes that the understanding outlined by Xi Kang ‘‘bears a strong

resemblance to the techniques of meditation preached in such texts as the An ban shou yi jing
[the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation]’’ (Tsukamoto, A History of Early
Chinese Buddhism, 131).
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more than a superficial resemblance to Xi Kang’s understanding of the purpose
and meaning of breath cultivation or other methods for nourishing life.

Firstly, although the word qi is indeed frequently found in early Chinese
Buddhist accounts of breath meditation, in contrast to Chinese presentations of
nourishing life, what we might call the materiality of the breath is almost entirely
ignored. In fact, there are several passages from the Scripture on Mental Restraint
through Breath Meditation that explain that breath meditation has little to do with
breath itself:

Question: In counting the breath one is thinking about the wind [element],
and thereby following along with material forms. How could this be in
accord with the Way? Answer: [In breath meditation] one directs the mind
towards counting, and does not think about the material [aspect of the
breath]. When the breath (氣) is exhausted, there is extinction, resulting in
impermanence. To know impermanence is the Way.

問: 數息念風, 為隨色, 何以應道? 報: 行意在數, 不念色, 氣盡便滅, 墮非常,
知非常為道也.54

It is perhaps possible to detect in this passage faint echoes of a debate from
Sarv�astiv�adin Abhidharma literature concerning the relative potency of �an �ap �ana
meditation. It seems that some Indian Buddhist schools drew a contrast between
�an�ap�ana as a meditation upon a real entity (tattvamanask�ara), namely the wind-
element that comprises the breath, and the contemplation of impurity, whose object
is something imagined by the mind (adhimuktimanask�ara).55 It is interesting,
however, that the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation here
rejects the idea that the mind should focus on the breath itself qua wind. This practice
is, accordingly, not presented as manipulation of or even mental focus on breath (qi
氣) itself.

This is actually somewhat unexpected, as Indian Buddhist discussions of �an�ap�ana
do frequently enjoin the meditator to follow the breath throughout the body,
particularly during the second stage of the practice, ‘‘following’’ (anugama; sui 隨).
A rich description of this can be found in the Abhidharmako�sa-bh�aṣya,56 one

54 T.602:15.165c28–166a1.
55 See Pradhan, Abhidharmako�sabh �aṣyam, 339. Here Vasubandhu is critiquing the orthodox

Sarv�astiv�adin position that any object of consciousness must have a real existence (Cox, ‘‘On the
Possibility of a Non-existent Object of Consciousness’’). According to Cox, the Sarv�astiv�adins
agreed that perceptions such as those generated during the contemplation of impurity were
produced by adhimukti (‘‘visualization’’ or ‘‘imagination’’), but they held that there was
nonetheless a really existent basis for them.

56 ‘‘[The stage of] ‘following’ involves following the path of the inhalation and exhalation,
without conceptualization, [thinking] ‘how far do these [breaths] enter or go out? Do they
pervade the [body] or travel in [only] a single place?’ [The meditator] follows them as they enter,
passing through the throat, heart, navel, buttocks, hips, and thighs all the way to the feet, [follows
them] as they exit [the body] to a distance of a hand-length or an arm-length’’ anugamo n�ama
anabhisaṃsk �areṇ�a�sv�asapra�sv�as �an �aṃ gatim anugacchati / kiyadd�uram ete pravi�santi v�a niṣkr
�amanti v�a kim ete sarva�sar�ıravy�apina ekade�sac �ariṇa iti / t �an pravi�sataḥ kaṇṭhahṛdayan �abhikaṭ-
y�urujaṅgh�aprave�sakramaṇa y�avat p�ad �av anugacchati / niṣkr�amato vitastivy�am �antaraṃ y�avad
(Pradhan, Abhidharmako�sabh �aṣyam, 340.2–5).
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of the most important surviving Indian Buddhist commentaries, but to resort to a
text more plausibly known to Indian Buddhist missionaries in China in the second
and third centuries, we can turn to the so-called Yog�ac�arabh�umi of Saṅgharakṣa. A
partial version of this text was actually translated by An Shigao in the second
century, though his version did not include the chapter on �an�ap�ana. But in the later
translation of the complete text (carried out by Dharmarakṣa, Zhu Fahu 竺法護, in
the late third century and titled Xiuxing daodi jing 修行道地經), we find the
following:

And how does a disciple of the Buddha attain stillness through counting the
breath?57 The practitioner sits alone in a quiet place. He collects his mind,
and closing his mouth devotes himself to contemplating the inhalation and
exhalation. [He contemplates] the breath as it passes from the nose, into the
throat, then down to the region of the navel, from where it returns back to
the nose.

何謂佛弟子數出入息而得寂然? 其修行者坐於寂靜無人之處, 斂心不散, 閉

口專精觀出入息, 息從鼻還轉至咽喉, 遂到臍中, 從臍還鼻.58

As far as I have been able to determine there are no analogous descriptions of
breath contemplation in any Eastern Han or Three Kingdoms Chinese Buddhist
texts.59 But based on this passage from the Yog �ac �arabh �umi of Saṅgharakṣa it
would seem that, had it been desired, resources were available within well-known
contemporaneous Indian Buddhist texts to make descriptions of Buddhist �an �apana
better resemble Chinese breathing exercises, which focus above all on inhalation of
‘‘breath’’ (qi) and its circulation and distribution throughout the body.60

Another point concerning the passage from the Scripture on Mental Restraint
through Breath Meditation cited above is that the discussion of the breath leads
quickly to a discussion of its extinction, then linked to the idea of impermanence.
The connection between breath and impermanence comes up frequently in early
Chinese Buddhist discussions of meditation. Indeed nowhere in any Eastern Han
or Three Kingdoms Buddhist text, either translations of Indic texts or

57 Here, as well as below (p. 165), Dharmarakṣa seems to use the Chinese expression shu xi
數息 to translate an Indic term such as �an �ap�ana, which literally means ‘‘breathing’’ or ‘‘in-breath
and out-breath.’’ It is likely, then, that the original Indian version of this passage should be read as
referring not to breath counting per se, but to meditation on the breath more generally.
Nevertheless, here and below I follow the Chinese itself and translate shu xi as ‘‘counting the
breath.’’

58 T.606:15.217a28–b2.
59 Using the texts listed by Nattier, A Guide to the Earliest Chinese Buddhist Translations.
60 As an anonymous reviewer of this article has pointed out, according to Dao’an’s preface to

An Shigao’s Dao di jing 道地經, An Shigao himself abridged the original text of the
Yog �ac �arabh �umi of Saṅgharakṣa to produce this translation (see Chu sanzang jiji,
T.2415:55.96b18–21; on the question of the accuracy of Dao’an’s comments here, see
Demiéville, ‘‘La Yog �ac�arabh �umi De Saṅgharakṣa,’’ 344n3 and Deleanu, ‘‘A Preliminary Study,’’
38). If this information is correct, An Shigao’s failure to include the chapter on �an �ap�ana is also
potentially significant, and might perhaps be taken as further evidence that breath meditation was
not the overriding interest of the audience of the earliest Chinese Buddhist translations.
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commentaries composed in China such as the Scripture on Mental Restraint
through Breath Meditation, does there appear to be any discussion of breath
contemplation (or any other meditation techniques for that matter) as having
healing or vitalizing powers, precisely what we would expect had they been
understood through the lens of analogous Chinese practices. Consider, for
example, the following passage from the Scripture on Mental Restraint through
Breath Meditation, which not only invokes impermanence in the abstract, but
links it to the human body:

One practicing the Way who wishes to stop his mind should come to know
three things. First, he should contemplate and remember from whence the
body comes. It exists only from the activity of the five dark elements
[skandha].61 When the five dark elements are cut off, it lives no more. It is as
if one were but a temporary guest [in this world]. If you do not understand
this, then bring to mind the nine stages [of the decaying body]62 and see that
it is so for yourself.

Second, he should gaze within his heart and follow the breath in and out.
Third, while breathing in and out, he should concentrate on the moment of
the cessation [of the breath], when the air moving out is faint. Why does one
concentrate on the moment of the cessation [of the breath]? In order to
understand that there is nothing. When the mind is fixed, consciousness
becomes empty. When consciousness is empty, one knows that there is
nothing. Why [is there nothing]? When the breath does not return again,
there is death. Know that the body is comprised only of breath.When breath
is extinguished, [the body] becomes empty. Realizing this emptiness, one
reaches the Way. Thus the practice of the Way involves three things:
contemplating the body, unity of mind, and contemplation of the inhalation
and exhalation.

行道欲得止意, 當知三事. 一者, 先觀念身本何從來, 但從五陰行有. 斷五陰,
不復生. 譬如寄託須臾耳. 意不解, 念九道以自證. 二者, 自當內視心中, 隨

息出入. 三者, 出息入息, 念滅時息出小輕. 念滅時何等? 為知無所有. 意定,
便知空, 知空便知無所有. 何以故? 息不報便死. 知身但氣所作, 氣滅為空,
覺空墮道也. 故行道有三事. 一者, 觀身. 二者, 念一心. 三者, 念出入息.63

We should note the assertion here that ‘‘the body is made from breath’’ (身但氣所

作). But even more interesting is the conclusion drawn from this—that the body is
bound to decay. In other words, the above passage seems to show a tentative
engagement with the Chinese theories that formed the basis for breath cultivation,
namely that human beings are composed of qi. Yet from this the Scripture on

61 In Buddhist texts the five skandha are a way of analyzing the person, either oneself or
others, that accounts for all its physical and psychological elements without needing to assume
the existence of a ‘‘self’’ (�atman). For reasons that are not entirely clear, early Chinese translators
usually rendered the word skandha as yin 陰, ‘‘dark element.’’

62 Here jiu dao 九道 appears to refer to the canonical lists of nine (or sometimes ten) stages
of the decaying corpse, the subject matter of the a�subha-bh �avan �a (the contemplation of
impurity).

63 T.602:15.169b26–c5.
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Mental Restraint through Breath Contemplation argues not that the body can thus
be strengthened through the ingestion and circulation of pure qi, but that being
made of qi the body is doomed to impermanence. This is not, in other words, a
misreading of Buddhist meditation through Chinese glasses—it appears rather to
be a conscious stab at the theoretical heart of Chinese breath meditation.

The above passage further connects the contemplation of a decaying corpse to
the contemplation of the breath, whose gentle pulsing indicates, we are told, the
fragility of life. Breath is thus linked not to life but to the imminence of death. This
connection between contemplation of the breath and death is further highlighted
in a peculiar rendering of the last two of the sixteen ways of contemplating the
breath. In canonical Indian descriptions, these begin with an awareness of the
breath as long or short: ‘‘Breathing in long, [the meditator] understands ‘I breath
in long’; or breathing out long, he understands: ‘I breath out long.’ Breathing in
short, he understands: ‘I breath in short’; or breathing out short, he understands: ‘I
breath out short.’’’64

These initial members of the list in the Scripture on Mental Restraint through
Breath Meditation are more or less identical.65 But the Indian versions continue as
follows:

He breathes experiencing the whole body . . . tranquillizing bodily
formation . . . experiencing rapture . . . experiencing pleasure . . .
experiencing mental formation . . . tranquilizing mental formation . . .
experiencing the mind . . . gladdening the mind . . . concentrating the
mind . . . liberating the mind . . . contemplating impermanence . . .
contemplating fading . . . contemplating cessation . . . contemplating
relinquishment.66

For these items, the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation is
somewhat different. While the Indic lists present a sequence of increasing
concentration, joy, and dispassion, the Chinese list includes pairs of opposites.
For example, corresponding to ‘‘experiencing rapture’’ and ‘‘experiencing

64 D�ıghaṃ v�a assasanto d�ıghaṃ assas �am�ı ’ti paj �an �ati, d�ıghaṃ v�a passasanto d�ıghaṃ
passas �am�ı ’ti paj �an �ati; rassaṃ v�a assasanto rassaṃ assas �am�ı ’ti paj �an �ati, rassaṃ v�a passasanto
rassaṃ passas �am�ı ’ti paj �an �ati (Majjhima-nik �aya, 3.82). Translation by Ñ �aṇamoli and Bodhi, The
Middle Length Discourses, with slight modification. For a Sanskrit version of this list, see �SrBh,
2:96–98.

65 即時自知喘息長, 即自知喘息短 (T.602:15.165a11–12). A very similar version of these
sixteen is given in the chapter on dhy�ana in the third-century Liudu ji jing 六度集經, a text
translated (or perhaps written) by Kang Senghui (T.152:3.40c3–4).

66 sabbak �ayapaṭisaṃved�ı assasiss �ami . . . passambhayaṃ k�ayasaṅkh �araṃ . . . p�ıtipaṭisaṃved�ı
. . . sukhapaṭisaṃved�ı . . . cittasaṅkh �arapaṭisaṃved�ı . . . passambhayaṃ cittasaṅkh�araṃ . . .
cittapaṭisaṃved�ı . . . abhippamodayaṃ? cittaṃ . . . sam�adahaṃ cittaṃ . . . vimocayaṃ cittaṃ . . .
anicc �anupass�ı . . . vir�ag�anupass�ı . . . nirodh �anupass�ı . . . paṭinissagg�anupass�ı. (Majjhima-nik �aya,
3.82–83). Translation by Ñ �aṇamoli and Bodhi, The Middle Length Discourses, with
modifications.
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pleasure’’ (p�ıtipaṭisaṃved�ı and sukhapaṭisaṃved�ı), the Chinese reads ‘‘he breathes
in and out knowing whether or not he is joyful’’ 即自知喘息快, 即自知喘息不

快.67

Apart from these small differences, one can generally align the lists. But the most
interesting point is the final two members. In the canonical Indian lists, as well as
in later Chinese translations of them, these represent the culmination of the
practice, the contemplation of nirodha (‘‘cessation’’) and paṭinisaggana (‘‘relin-
quishment’’), terms more or less synonymous with nirv�aṇa itself. Dharmarakṣa’s
later translation of the Yogac �arabh �umi of Saṅgharakṣa thus translates these as ‘‘he
counts his breath contemplating tranquil extinction’’ 觀寂滅數息 and ‘‘he counts
his breath seeing the path that leads beyond’’ 見趣道數息.68 This final item is then
further explained as liberation from desire and the three realms, in other words,
nirv�aṇa.69

In contrast, the final item in the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation reads: ‘‘he breathes knowing whether or not he has cast off his body
and life’’ 棄軀命喘息自知, 不放棄軀命喘息自知.70 It seems possible that this
translation was derived from a version of the list that did not include
‘‘contemplating relinquishment’’ (paṭinissagg �anupass�ı), and whose final member
paired ‘‘cessation’’ (nirodha) with its opposite. (What exactly this would be,
however, is far from clear!)71 But even assuming some variance in the original list,
what merits attention is that nirodha was translated or interpreted to mean
‘‘casting off body and life’’ 放棄軀命, in other words death, and contemplating
this was understood to be the goal of breath meditation.72 The Scripture on

67 T.602:15.165a12–13. This style is reminiscent of other sections of the smṛtyupasth�ana
practices, notably mindfulness of mind (citta), where one ‘‘understands a concentrated mind as a
concentrated mind, an unconcentratd mind as an unconcentrated mind, a liberated mind as a
liberated mind, and an unliberated mind as an unliberated mind’’ sam �ahitaṃ v�a cittaṃ sam�ahitaṃ
cittan ’ti paj�an�ati, asam�ahitaṃ v�a cittaṃ asam�ahitaṃ cittan ’ti paj�an�ati; vimuttaṃ v�a cittaṃ vimuttaṃ
cittan ’ti paj�an�ati, avimuttaṃ v�a cittaṃ avimuttaṃ cittan ’ti paj�an�ati (Majjhima-nik�aya, 1.59).

68 T.606:15.216c25–27.
69 Similarly in the detailed commentary to this passage from the �Sr�avaka-bh �umi, the final

stage is explicitly equated with the attainment of arhatship: ‘‘Next it says, ‘breathing in
contemplating abandoning, dispassion, and cessation, he trains thus: contemplating cessation, I
breathe in.’ Thus he [the mediator], the defilements subject to abandoning by seeing (dar�sana)
and cultivation (bh �avana) abandoned, becomes an arhat, one whose taints are destroyed, and
there is no more beyond this for him to do’’ ten �aha prah �aṇ �anudar�s�ı, vir�ag�anudar�s�ı, nirodh �anu-
dar�sy �a�svasan ‘‘nirodh �anudar�sy �a�svasim�ı’’ ti �sikṣate / evam ayaṃ dar�sanabh �avan �aprah �atavyeṣu
kle�seṣu prah�ıṇeṣv arhan bhavati kṣ�ıṇ�asravaḥ, n�asty asy�ata uttari karaṇ�ıyam (�SrBh, 2:106). Note
that in this version, the final member is nirodha, while paṭtinisaggana has been eliminated and
replaced with prah �aṇa as number fourteen.

72 In at least one other Han-dynasty translation we find this same expression, 放棄軀命,
clearly meaning ‘‘giving up one’s life’’ (see Fa jing jing 法鏡經, T.322:12.20a17–18).

70 T.602:15.165a17–18. This same rendering of the sixteen stages is also found in the Liudu
ji jing (T.152:3.40c8–9).

71 Aramaki implies that 不棄軀命喘息自知 represents nirodh �anupass�ı, while 放棄軀命喘息
自知 represents paṭinissagg�anupass�ı (Aramaki, ‘‘Indo bukky�o kara Ch �ugoku bukky�o e,’’ 23).
However, the Chinese expressions are clearly intended to mean one thing and its opposite, and it
would be very difficult to interpret the relationship between nirodha and paṭinissagga in this
manner.
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Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation actually includes a commentary to
this phrase, leaving little doubt as to how it was understood:

‘‘Casting aside the life of the body’’ means that when doing breathing
practice, when one attains the mind of the Way, one casts away bodily life.
Before one has obtained the mind of the Way, one is constantly attached to
the body, and therefore does not cast away bodily life.

放棄軀命者, 謂行息得道意, 便放棄軀命. 未得道意, 常愛身, 故不放棄軀命

也.73

The expression ‘‘casting off’’棄 is notable because this word is used in a number of
second- and early third-century Chinese Buddhist texts as a translation of the word
dhy�ana, the basic term for meditation practice, more normally transcribed as chan
禪.74 Thus meditation as ‘‘casting off,’’ contemplation of the body’s imperma-
nence, and contemplation of the breath as the insubstantial foundation of life, here
come together in a practice whose guiding metaphor is death itself.

As a Chinese composition the Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath
Meditation is one of our best sources for exploring not just the ideas concerning
Buddhist meditation to which second- and third-century Chinese Buddhists were
exposed through translations of Indian texts, but the way they themselves
interpreted these ideas and what they found most important and worthy of
discussion about them. I have, furthermore, focused my attention on this text in
particular because, as discussed above, several generations of modern scholars
have argued that its popularity somehow shows that Buddhist meditation was
initially interpreted as analogous to Chinese breathing exercises, a conclusion that,
I have suggested, is not supported by the content of this text itself.

A full evaluation of how Buddhist meditation practices were understood during
this period of Chinese Buddhist history, the earliest for which we have substantial
data, would of course ideally make use of all known Chinese-authored texts from
this period. Identifying such texts, however, is not easy, and though a few have
survived in the received canon of Chinese Buddhist scriptures, there are yet others
that have for centuries remained hidden, often wrongly transmitted as translations
of Indic texts. A full cataloging of this material has yet to be undertaken, though
recent studies have made progress in this direction.75

As a preliminary step towards exploring this material, I will here mention two
further third-century Chinese compositions that focus on meditation practice, the
Scripture on Reviling the Mind (Mayi jing 罵意經) and the Scripture on the
Contemplation of the Teachings (Faguan jing 法觀經). These two texts, which
overlap for some of their contents, are framed as translated scriptures, but they

73 T.602:15.165a24–25.
74 On qi 棄 as a translation of the word dhy�ana, see Xuan Fang, Han Wei Jin chanxue

yanjiu, 277–279. This translation is found, among other places, in the Kong�o Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation (Ochiai, Kong �oji issaiky�o, 183–184). See also Deleanu,
‘‘The Newly Found Text of the An ban shou yi jing,’’ 165n16.

75 The many works of Stefano Zacchetti have been particularly important in this regard (see
the Bibliography).
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share a large amount of unusual vocabulary with the Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation, and it is thus likely that they too are late
second- or early third-century Chinese compositions, written as commentary to or
exegesis of the early texts on meditation practice associated with An Shigao.76

A full examination of these texts must await another occasion, and I will
mention here only a few sections, notable in that, like the passages from the
Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation discussed above, they
link breath meditation to impermanence and death:

Practicing the Way destroys the body. Contemplating the body, one
considers the head, hair, and brains. One contemplates that the hair has
no substantial existence, and its arising is [but] the product of transforma-
tion. It will all eventually rot away and fall out. The brains are like firm rice
porridge, destined to decompose . . .77 All living organisms die when their
breath ceases. Their bodies become rigid and move no more. When the heat
element departs [the corpse], the body becomes cold. When the wind
element departs, the breath ceases. When juices flow from the nine openings
[of the body], this is the departure of the water element. That [the corpse] no
longer eats is the departure of the earth element. After three or four days the
color changes, becoming blue-black. Dark red pus and blood come out from
the mouth, nose, ears, eyes, and the remainder of the nine openings. The
skin, bones, and flesh rot, and the viscera and limbs all transform again into
ash and dust. You must consider that your own body is just like that of all
other beings. They will all decay away into emptiness.When you truly know
the inhalation and exhalation to be empty, then you are near the Way.

行道壞身故. 念身觀頭、髮、腦. 念髮本無所來, 作為化成, 皆當腐落. 腦如

凝米粥, 皆當臭敗 . . . 一切蠕動出氣不報, 便以過世, 身體挺直, 不復動搖.
火去身冷, 風去氣絕, 汁從九孔流出便為水去, 不復食為地去. 三四日色轉青

黑, 膿血從口、鼻、耳、眼從九孔流出, 正赤. 肌、骨、肉壞, 腸、胃、五藏

支節, 一切還為灰土. 視萬物如是, 自身亦爾, 皆滅盡為空. 出息、入息諦知

為空, 便可近道.78

The above passage from the Scripture on Reviling the Mind suggests a pattern of
associating the contemplation of the breath with the contemplation of impurity,
and using both ideas together as a reflection on the impermanence of the body. A
passage from the Scripture on the Contemplation of the Teachings expresses
similar ideas:

Look at a rotting corpse beyond the city walls. Just as are the bones of such a
dead man, so too is one’s own body, for they both will decay away. This is
what is meant by ‘‘emptiness.’’ When the exhalation finishes, one knows

76 For a complete discussion of these points, see Greene, ‘‘Two More Texts from the ‘School’
of An Shigao?’’ For a preliminary survey of these two texts see also Hung Hunglung, ‘‘Continued
Study of An Shigao’s Works.’’

77 For the sake of convenience I omit here a long passage on the impurity of the body.
78 T.732:17.534b24–c20.
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emptiness. Knowing emptiness, one knows the emptiness of the body. Why?
Because one knows that the moment near death is when the breath becomes
empty.

視郭外臭死人. 死人骨如是, 自身亦如是, 皆當滅盡, 是為空. 出息盡時, 便

知空.知空, 便知身空. 何以故. 知命近在息空故.79

In arguing that the Chinese did not misunderstand Buddhist �an �ap �ana as a form of
Daoist or other Chinese breathing exercise, I do not mean to suggest they were
able to conceptualize Buddhism and its practices free from the influence of their
own language and culture. Indeed, the early Buddhist translations, and the
commentaries to these texts written by Chinese authors, necessarily made use of
concepts and terminology known in pre-Buddhist China. But the success of
Buddhist missionaries and their followers in nonetheless presenting something new
to their Chinese audience should be judged by how they deployed these concepts.
The passage discussed above from the Scripture on Mental Restraint through
Breath Meditation claiming that the body is bound to decay precisely because it is
‘‘made from breath (氣)’’ (see above p. 163) is a case in point, one suggesting that
early Chinese Buddhists may have been more savvy than we are usually apt to
believe. If proponents of Buddhist meditation were appealing to a previous interest
in breath cultivation, this may have been mainly a way of drawing an audience—
the understanding of Buddhist breath meditation they then taught seems to have
been something not easily confused with or mistaken for the breathing exercises of
Chinese macrobiotic hygiene.

Indeed, even in the rare cases where Eastern Han or Three Kingdoms Buddhist
texts do use technical terminology associated with Chinese breath cultivation
practices, these terms do not seem to carry their usual implications. Thus, in a
passage from the Scripture on the Contemplation of the Teachings we read:

Human beings are born from an egg and the vital spirit [sperm]. The egg is
the earth, mind is the seed, and vital spirit is the moisture. [These things]
come together and a human being is born. Thus [a practitioner restrains his
desires] and seeks only a single robe and single meal [per day] so as to
nourish the vital energy and ‘‘guard the ruler.’’ The human body is
fundamentally void, and therefore it passes away and is impermanent. Upon
attaining the Way one knows that this body is not oneself. Bring to mind the
fact that this body is bound to soon die and rot away.

人生從穀{read: 殼?}、精氣. 穀{殼} 為地, 意為種, 精氣為水雨, 便合生身.
故求一衣一食, 是為養氣護主, 人身為本無, 故滅盡無常. 得道便知身非身.
念身不久要當死敗.80

79 T.611:15.241b17–20.
80 T.611:15.241a14–17. I tentatively emend 穀, ‘‘seed,’’ to 殼, ‘‘shell’’ or ‘‘casing.’’ Although

this does not solve the problem here, some effort is clearly being made to distinguish this word
from 種, ‘‘seed,’’ which comes later. For the sake of convenience, I render 殼 as ‘‘egg’’; the word is
often used to refer to the hard out shell that surrounds the seed itself, and this would seem to be
the meaning here.
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In this passage our attention is drawn to the words ‘‘nourish the vital energy and
guard the ruler’’ 養氣護主. Although I have not located other relevant examples
of the term ‘‘guard the ruler’’ 護主, this vocabulary fits with generic Han and pre-
Han discourse on nourishing life, in which the mind (xin 心) is analogized to a
ruler who commands the ‘‘officials’’ (guan 官) that are the other sense organs,
and which can be exhausted through their excessive use.81 Meanwhile the
expression ‘‘nourish the vital energy’’ 養氣 is exceedingly common in Han and
pre-Han discussions of nourishing life through the cultivation and circulation of
the breath.

The presence of such terminology thus does tell us something important about
the knowledge and expectations of the presumed audience of this text. And
reading only the line ‘‘nourish the vital energy and guard the ruler’’ out of
context, one indeed might be tempted to see here a conscious effort to cast
Buddhist practice as an alternative method for achieving the same goals usually
ascribed to Chinese cultivation practices, particularly breathing exercises. Yet
when we read the entire passage we see that the semi-technical terms in question
are not linked to the notion that nourishing the breath will lead to bodily
health—they are, rather, immediately connected to comments about the
inevitable decay of the body.

CONCLUSIONS—TOWARDS CHINESE ‘‘MEDITATION’’

The notion that Buddhist meditation gained a foothold in China by presenting
itself as a variant of then-popular Chinese (or ‘‘Daoist’’) breath cultivation is thus
problematic. Not only do many of the most important second- and third-century
Chinese Buddhist texts on meditation (both translations of Indic sources and
Chinese compositions) not take breath cultivation as the single most important
meditation practice, but those passages that do discuss it often emphasize that
breath, in its fragility, should remind one of death, of the impermanence of the
body. Early Chinese Buddhist discussions of breath meditation simply do not treat
this practice as a way of strengthening or healing the body, and in this regard
Buddhist breath meditation here appears unmistakably different from its pre-
Buddhist Chinese counterpart.

Moreover, the inevitability of bodily decay that these texts presuppose is not
simply a background assumption that a Chinese reader might conceivably ignore.
It is a fundamental part of how the texts present the purpose and meaning of

81 As an example of the word zhu 主 used in this sense, see the following passage from the
Han Feizi 韓非子 (third century BCE), which is a commentary to a passage from the Laozi:
‘‘Empty gateways are the doors and windows of the spirit. The ear and eye become exhausted by
sounds and colors, while the vital spirit is exhausted by external appearances, and for this reason
within there is no master (主). When there is no master within, then even should there be disasters
or blessings as big as a mountain, you have no way to recognize them. Therefore it is said [in the
Laozi]: ‘Without going out your door, you can know all under heaven. Without peeping through
your window, you can know the way of Heaven’’’ 空竅者, 神明之戶牖也. 耳目竭於聲色, 精神竭
於外貌, 故中無主. 中無主, 則禍福雖如丘山無從識之. 故曰: 不出於戶, 可以知天下, 不闚於牖,
可以知天道 (Han Feizi jijie, 166).
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breath meditation. And perhaps even more importantly, such topics are, naturally,
central to the contemplation of impurity, a practice which as I have argued was by
no means ignored by the earliest Chinese Buddhists and which may even have been
of more interest to them than breath meditation.

That early Chinese Buddhists seem not to have shied away from the
contemplation of impurity, as scholarship on early Chinese Buddhism has long
suggested, should further invite us to consider how this practice may have been
understood. Within the early Chinese Buddhist texts that treat meditation, the
contemplation of impurity takes two major forms, both of which can be traced
back to the early Buddhist scriptures—the contemplation of a decaying corpse, and
an internal reflection on the impurity of the meditator’s own body. As mentioned
above, in the Sarv�astiv�adin tradition the standard understanding became that the
contemplation of impurity and the contemplation of the breath were the two
possible starting points for the path of meditation. It is therefore not surprising
that these are the main methods mentioned in early Chinese Buddhist translations
(in particular the translations of An Shigao, where we find the most sustained
discussions of meditation).

We should remember, however, that Chinese traditions of breath cultivation
also emphasized the contemplation of the body, in particular the visualization or
meditation on the internal organs.82 The best known early form of this practice is
found in the so-called outer version of the Scripture of the Yellow Court
(Huangting jing 黃庭經), which dates from the early fourth century at the latest.
But the notion that an adept could gain powers by seeing his internal body parts,
particularly the five viscera (wu zang 五藏) and their corresponding gods, dates
from the turn of the common era at the latest,83 with more detailed sources

82 In the following I draw from Maeda, ‘‘R �oshi ch �ukei oboegaki,’’ 477–484, as well as
Mugitani, ‘‘K �oteinaikeikei shiron.’’ On the history of these practices, one may also profitably
consult Kaltenmark, ‘‘Jing yu ba jing’’; Andersen, The Method of Holding the Three Ones;
Sakade, ‘‘Zuit �o jidai ni okeru fukutan to naikan,’’ 574–584; Yamada, Rikuch�o d�oky�o, 16–74;
and Pregadio, ‘‘Early Daoist Meditation,’’ 126–144. For a more thematic treatment of ‘‘inner
vision’’ in Daoist meditation practices, see Schipper, The Taoist Body, 100–112; and Robinet,
Méditation Taoı̈ste, 55–96. On such practices in the Taiping jing 太平經, see Kamituska,
Rikuch�o d �oky�o, 348– 354.

83 Kaltenmark has identified what appears to be the earliest reference to the visualization of
the five viscera and their attendant spirits in a brief passage from the ‘‘Suburban Sacrifices’’ 郊祀
志 chapter of the Han shu 漢書 (Han shu, 1260), where in a memorial presented to Emperor
Cheng 成 (r. 32–6 BCE), the practices of those claiming to have been able to attain transcendence
(qian 遷) are denounced (Kaltenmark, ‘‘Jing yu ba jing,’’ 1151). Among the various ‘‘false’’
techniques is one called ‘‘Method of the Five Granaries of Transformed Colors (?)’’ 化色五倉之
術. While the exact meaning of this is unclear, the Eastern Han commentator Li Qi 李奇 explains
that ‘‘one meditates upon the five colors within the body, within which are the spirits of the five
granaries. If the five colors are visualized one will not die, and if the five granaries are visualized
one will not starve [even without eating]’’ 思身中有五色, 復中有五倉神, 五色存則不死, 五倉存
則不饑. If Li Qi’s explanation is correct, it would indicate that some version of this practice
existed by the end of the Western Han.
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appearing in the second century.84 A number of terms are used for this practice,
including ‘‘internal seeing’’ (nei shi 內視), ‘‘internal contemplation’’ (nei guan 內

觀), ‘‘traversing the organs’’ (li zang 歷藏), ‘‘visualization’’ (cun si 存思), or
‘‘guarding the one’’ (shou yi 守一), where ‘‘the one’’ here refers to a deity residing
in the viscera. The basic ideas here were derived from the medical tradition,
where the strengthening of the organs ensured health. The practice was thus
linked to breath cultivation, which also usually culminated in circulating the
inhaled breath throughout the body so as to nourish the organs. In more
elaborate versions, specific gods were imagined to inhabit the organs, and by
‘‘irrigating’’ (guan 灌) them with the breath one could ensure long life.85

In other words, in addition to the breath, pre-Buddhist Chinese cultivation
practices also involved some kind of contemplation or even visualization of the
inner recesses of the body. These two foci thus paralleled, albeit with a different
understanding of their purpose and character, the two main kinds of Buddhist
meditation presented in early Chinese Buddhist texts, breath meditation and the
contemplation of impurity.86

As we have seen above, however, when technical terminology related to Chinese
cultivation practices appeared in early Buddhist descriptions of breath meditation,
it tended to be subverted in favor of Buddhist goals and imagery. And even more so
than breath meditation, the Buddhist vision of the body as a rotting heap of
organic matter, the basic assumption of the contemplation of impurity, was
diametrically opposed to Chinese body cultivation. And yet in the early period we
do in fact occasionally see technical terms drawn from pre-Buddhist Chinese

86 Stephan Bumbacher has argued that Chinese practices of the visualization of the gods
within the body and the viscera came into being in the late second century under the influence of
Indian Buddhist practices of visualizing the Buddha (Bumbacher, ‘‘Early Buddhism in China,’’
217–228). Bumbacher does not consider, however, the reference from the Han shu (see note 83
above) that points to the visualization of the internal gods of the viscera prior to any conceivable
Buddhist influence.

85 The best known early (perhaps Han-dynasty) version of such practices is found in the
Central Scripture of Laozi (Laozi zhongjing 老子中經). For a discussion of this text, see Schipper,
‘‘Le Calendrier de Jade,’’ and ‘‘The Inner World of the Lao-Tzu Chung-Ching’’; Maeda, ‘‘R �oshi
ch �ukei oboegaki’’; Kat �o, ‘‘Roshi ch �ukei’’; Lagerwey, ‘‘Deux écrits taoı̈stes anciens.’’

84 One commonly cited reference from this time is the passage from the Xiang er 想爾
commentary to the Laozi, which rebukes those who visualize the gods within their viscera
(Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 89). The dating of the Xiang er commentary, however, is
controversial. Bokenkamp follows �Ofuchi Ninji in arguing that the attribution to Zhang Lu 張魯
is correct, such that the text would date to the late second or early third century. Regardless of the
dates of the Xiang er commentary, the popularity of such practices by the second century can be
determined from references on a number of stelae erected at shrines to so-called transcendents
(xian 仙) in the second half of the second century. The clearest example is that erected for Wangzi
Qiao 王子喬 by Emperor Huan in 165 CE, with an inscription written by Cai Yong 蔡邕 (132–
192). Here we read that devotees came from far and wide to worship Wangzi Qiao and to ‘‘calm
their thoughts by traversing their cinnabar fields’’ 談思以歷丹田 (Holzman, ‘‘The Wang Ziqio
Stele,’’ 79). The Laozi Inscription 老子銘 of Bian Shao 邊韶, also erected in 165 CE at the behest
of Emperor Huan, has a similar description of the meditation practices used by Laozi to become
immortal by ‘‘concentrating his thoughts in his cinnabar field’’ 存想丹田 (Seidel, La divinisation
de Lao tseu, 123). For a survey of such inscriptions and their relationship to the formation of the
organized Daoist churches, see Raz, The Emergence of Daoism, 38–90.
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methods for contemplating the internal organs used to describe the Buddhist
contemplation of impurity. The term nei shi, for example, refers to the
contemplation of impurity in several texts that either definitely or most likely
date from the third century.87 The term nei guan also appears in this meaning.88

Most interesting of all is a single example of the term li zang used to mean
‘‘contemplate the internal body parts.’’89 Here there can be no doubt that a
technical term from Chinese cultivation techniques for contemplating the internal
viscera and their gods has been appropriated to describe the Buddhist
contemplation of impurity.90

We also find a few vague suggestions that during this same period of time
terminology originally drawn from translations of Buddhist meditation texts
occasionally came to be used to describe non-Buddhist Chinese cultivation
practices.91 The term ‘‘breath counting’’ (shu xi 數息), which first appears in An
Shigao’s translations to denote the first stage of �an �ap �ana meditation, thus occurs
in passing several times in the Bao pu zi 抱朴子 (early fourth century) as part of
what seem to be catch phrases to describe the basic process of circulating the
inhaled breath to the inner organs and meditating upon the gods or spirits who

87 See Liudu ji jing, T.152:3.41c16–17; Faguan jing, T.611:15.240c20; Scripture on Mental
Restraint through Breath Meditation, T.602:15.169b29–c1.

88 Scripture on Mental Restraint through Breath Meditation, T.602:15.171c10–11, though
note that this term is also found in this text in contexts not connected to the contemplation of
impurity.

90 As far as I can determine, the earliest datable use of the term li zang in this meaning is Xun
Yue’s 荀悅 Shen jian 申鑒 (ca. 200 CE), which criticizes practices consisting in nothing more than
‘‘guiding and pulling so as to store the qi, traversing the viscera with inner vision’’ 導引蓄氣，歷
藏內視 (Shen jian, 3.5a9-b1; cf. Ch’en Ch’i-Yün, Hsün Yüeh, 158). Slightly earlier than the Shen
jian, the term li (but not li zang) is used in conjunction with visualization of the organs in the 165
CE Wangzi Qiao stele (see above note 84). The term li zang also appears in section 26 of the Laozi
zhong jing老子中經 (YJQQ, 435). According to Pregadio (‘‘Early Daoist Meditation,’’ 147–148),
this term should be here translated ‘‘visualizing the viscera.’’ Apart from the Za biyu jing
mentioned above, I have been able to find only a single other instance of the term li zang in
Buddhist sources where, however, it appears as a description of non-Buddhist meditation in a
passage laden with terms drawn from Chinese cultivation techniques: ‘‘[These practitioners] close
their eyes and relax (?) their bodies, their inward gaze traversing the viscera. Visualizing the gods
and the vital energies of the Way, they nourish themselves and seek ascension’’ 瞑目縱體, 內觀歷
藏, 存神道氣, 養性求昇 (Falü sanmei jing 法律三昧經, T.631:15.460b9–10). This short text is of
unknown origin (given the terms found in the passage here, it seems likely to be a Chinese
composition), but it is listed in Dao’an’s catalog of anonymous scriptures, so it was written no
later than the middle of the fourth century (Chu sanzang jiji, T.2145:55.17a2).

91 In later times, the influence of Buddhism on some forms of Tang dynasty Tang-dynasty
Daoist meditation practice is well known (see, for example, Kohn, Seven Steps to the Tao and
‘‘Taoist Insight Meditation’’).

89 See Za biyu jing 雜譬喻經, T.205:4.503a14–18. This text, a collection of short narratives,
is of uncertain origin but is stylistically compatible with a third-century date, as it contains a
number of key archaic translations, such as the term liu shuai 六衰, an early translation of the
word �ayatana (sense-organ), seen in this passage here. Further study of this text will be necessary
before any definite conclusions about its dating can be reached.
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reside in them.92 More usually, however, the Bao pu zi refers to breath cultivation
as ‘‘embryonic breathing’’ (tai xi 胎息), described as a practice of holding the
breath and counting for increasing lengths of time so as to absorb the qi within the
body and become free of the need to breathe.93 It is not clear whether ‘‘counting
the breath’’ is intended to be the same thing as ‘‘embryonic breathing.’’ But it does
seem that by the late third or early fourth century ‘‘counting the breath’’ had
become a generic description of Chinese-style breath cultivation practices
performed in conjunction with contemplation of the gods of the viscera.

But how precisely are we to understand the significance of this shared
terminology? As I have argued, it would be a mistake to assume, as earlier
scholars have, that the first generations of Chinese Buddhists were either trying to
pass off Buddhist meditation as something similar to Chinese cultivation
techniques, or that they somehow unintentionally misunderstood Buddhist
meditation in this way. But it would also apparently not be correct to think that
early Chinese discussions of Buddhist meditation were taking place without any
concern for such matters at all.

What we seem to find, I would thus suggest, is that Buddhist meditation
practices and non-Buddhist Chinese cultivation techniques may have sometimes
been understood, and even intentionally presented, as mirror-images of one
another. The contrast between Buddhist meditations on the decaying body and
Chinese or Daoist visualization of the internal organs as a means of ensuring
health and long life is perhaps the clearest example of this. But as concerns breath
meditation too, Buddhist sources, at least, may have sometimes sought to
emphasize a similar contrast. As we saw above, second- and third-century Chinese
Buddhist meditation texts sometimes link the contemplation of the breath to
imagery of death and decay more strongly than does comparable Indian material.
In a few instances we also seem to find the deliberate appropriation and subversion
of technical terms drawn from Chinese methods of breath cultivation, their normal
associations with healing or strengthening the body inverted. In other words, the
presence of competing forms of cultivation involving similar themes or foci of
attention (the breath and the body) may have caused proponents of Buddhist
meditation to highlight precisely that which differentiated it from the other
available options.

This raises the question of if and when there developed in China a pan-sectarian
notion corresponding to modern scholars’ often rather generic use of the term

92 For example, in chapter twelve (‘‘Bian wen’’ 辨問), Ge Hong 葛洪 explains that sages 聖
were not necessarily transcendents 仙. Since sages spend their energies helping the world, ‘‘how
could they have had time to block off their ears and cover their eyes, to turn their vision and
hearing inward, breathe and pull, fast and purify themselves for long stretches of time, enter the
[alchemist’s] hut and refine their body [through drug taking], climb mountains to pick medicinal
herbs, count their breaths and meditate upon the spirits [of their bodies], or refrain from eating
grains so as to purify their intestines?’’ 焉能閉聰掩明, 內視反聽, 呼吸導引, 長齋久潔, 入室鍊形,
登山採藥, 數息思神, 斷穀清腸哉 (Baopuzi neipian jiaoshi, 224). In a similar passage from
chapter two (‘‘Lun xian’’ 論仙), Ge Hong uses nearly identical language to explain why rulers are
generally unable to attain transcendence, as their busy schedules prevent them from ‘‘blocking off
their ears and eyes, traversing their viscera and counting their breaths, fasting and purifying for
long periods of time, and personally attending the fires of the [alchemical] crucible’’ 掩翳聰明, 歷
藏數息, 長齋久潔, 躬親爐火 (Baopuzi neipian jiaoshi, 17).

93 Baopuzi neipian jiaoshi, 149–150.
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‘‘meditation.’’ Although I will not pursue this issue further in the present context,
it is clear that, at some point prior to the late sixth century, at least some of the
Buddhist, Daoist, and even generic Chinese practices that we often call
‘‘meditation’’ did come to be seen as the same kind of thing.94

We see this clearly, for example, in an important fifth-century Celestial Master
Daoist text, the Scripture of the Inner Explanations of the Three Heavens (Santian
neijie jing 三天內解經), where ‘‘breath counting’’ is condemned as something
undertaken by ‘‘Buddhist monks’’ 沙門道人 and inferior to the Daoist practice of
‘‘meditating upon the physical form of the true spirits within the body’’ 思身中真

神形象.95 While the intention here is polemical, what we should note is that this
passage presupposes that Buddhist breath meditation and Daoist contemplation of
the gods of the body were similar kinds of activities.

From a rather different point of view we might consider the matter of physical
posture. Early sources for Daoist or Chinese breath-cultivation techniques do not,
as far as I know, prescribe a posture like that used for Buddhist meditation. Indeed,
such practices are often said to be performed while one is lying down.96 But
eventually these kinds of Daoist cultivation practices would come to take place in
the same cross-legged posture (jia fu跏趺) used and indeed introduced to China by
the Buddhists. By the twelfth century even Confucians were proposing a technique
for ‘‘silent sitting’’ (jing zuo 靜坐) clearly modeled on Buddhist meditation and
performed using the same physical posture.97

Meanwhile, in the other direction, by the sixth century Chinese Buddhists would
incorporate a full range of breath- and organ-visualization based healing methods
into their meditations, even though they ranked these as hierarchically inferior to
more properly Buddhist practices.98 This trend continues to the present day, and in
China and Taiwan popular manuals of how to use chan 禪, that is to say Buddhist
meditation, to ‘‘nourish life’’ are common.99

All of this points to the fact that at some point, and through a process that was
not necessarily obvious or straightforward, many of the practices that in Chinese
religious history we often call ‘‘meditation’’ did come to be considered similar to
one another in some way. This generic notion of ‘‘meditation’’ seems to be the one
captured by the modern Chinese word ‘‘sit [in meditation]’’ (da zuo 打坐), a term
that, in interesting contrast to the English ‘‘meditation,’’ points to a shared
physical posture rather than a shared mental orientation. No scholar has yet traced

94 Though we should note that chan, the most generic Buddhist word for such practices and
the one that I have been translating as ‘‘meditation,’’ remained exclusively Buddhist, and unlike
many other technical translations and even transcriptions found in Buddhist texts, this word was
never successfully appropriated by non-Buddhist Chinese groups.

95 HY 1196, 2:4b. On the Scripture of the Inner Explanations of the Three Heavens, see
Bokenkamp, Early Daoist Scriptures, 186–203.

96 Maspero, Le Taoı̈sme et les religions chinoises, 501, 510, 513, 515.
97 Gernet, ‘‘Techniques de recueillement,’’ 292. On the history of ‘‘silent sitting,’’ see

Nakajima, Seiza.
98 The best known early examples of this are found in the writings of Zhiyi 智顗. See And �o,

‘‘Chiby�oh�o’’; Yamano, ‘‘Maka shikan by�okanky�o’’; �Ono, ‘‘Tendai Chigi no by�oinron’’; and
Muranaka, ‘‘Shikan ni yoru chiby�o.’’

99 See, for example, Hong Qisong, Yi chan yang sheng. These presentations invariably take
Zhiyi’s writings as their starting point.
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the full history of this notion in the history of Chinese religions, but it is possible
that the first chapter in such a story would be the second- and third-century
sources examined here, where healing breaths that nourish resplendent viscera
contrast with foul, decaying corpses.

APPENDIX: ON THE MEANING OF SHOU YI 守一 IN EARLY BUDDHIST

TRANSLATIONS

It has often been stated that shou yi 守一 was, at the time of the earliest Chinese
Buddhist translations, part of the technical language of native Chinese meditation
practices, and that, understood as such by early translators of Buddhist texts, it
was accordingly used to translate the specialized vocabulary of Indian Buddhist
meditation (Tang, Han Wei liang Jin, 1:128). However, that shou yi was indeed
used in this manner has never, to my knowledge, been verified. A systematic study
of this question would ideally compare all or at least many of the examples of the
word within some specified corpus of early Chinese Buddhist translations against
the corresponding original Indic-language passages.

Such a study would, however, face the great difficulty that it is not always or
even usually possible to precisely match the early Chinese translations to extant
Indic originals. As a preliminary investigation, we may nonetheless gain some very
useful information about how this term was used from Zhi Qian’s 支謙 early
third-century translation of the Faju jing 法句經. This text is particularly useful
because it can be compared with four extant Indic versions of this text—the P�ali
Dhammapada, the G �andh �ari Dharmapada (Brough, Dharmapada), the Sanskrit
Ud �anavarga, and the so-called Patna Dharmapada (PDhp; Cone, ‘‘Patna
Dharmapada’’)—thus allowing, at least in some cases, a high level of certainty
about the original terminology.

Comparing the following three instances of the term from the Faju jing against
the various corresponding Indian versions, shou yi does not appear to have been
seen, by the translator of this text at least, as a technical term at all.

一切斷欲, 截意根原, 晝夜守一, 必入定意 (T.210:4.568c7–8).

Corresponding to Dhammapada 250 (yassa c’etaṃ samucchinnaṃ /
m �ulaghaccaṃ sam �uhataṃ / sa ve div�a v�a rattiṃ v�a / sam �adhiṃ adhigacchati),
Ud �anavarga 10.13 (yasya tv ete samucchin�as/t �alamastakavad dhat �aḥ / sa vai
div�a ca r�atrau ca / sam �adhim adhigacchati) and PDhp 328 (yassa cetaṃ
samucchinnaṃ / m �ulo ’gghaccaṃ sam �uhataṃ / sa ve div�a ca r�atto ca /
sam �adhim adhigacchati).

Norman translates the P�ali version of this passage as: ‘‘But he for whom this
(upset state) is cut out, removed root and all, destroyed, he indeed attains
concentration by day and by night’’ (Norman, The Word of the Doctrine,
37).

Compared to the P�ali version, the other two Indic versions show some slight
variation in the second line, but they all agree in the crucial third line. Although it
is possible, as suggested by the anonymous reviewer of this article, that shou yi
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should here be taken as synonymous with ru ding yi 入定意 in the next line and
that both of these terms were meant to translate ‘‘attains concentration’’
(sam �adhim adhigacchati), given that the most normal pre-Buddhist Chinese
meaning of shou yi is ‘‘maintaining the same course of action’’ (HYDCD, 1:1992,
citing the Han shu among other sources), it seems more likely to me that here we
should read 晝夜守一 as ‘‘both day and night without change,’’ which though not
a literal translation of the Indic versions does accurately capture the meaning.

一坐一處臥, 一行無放恣, 守一以正身, 心樂居樹間 (T.210:4.570a3–4).

Corresponding to Dhammapada 305 (ek�asanaṃ ekaseyyaṃ / eko caram
atandito / eko damayam att�anaṃ / vanante ramito siy�a), Dharmapada 259
(ekasaṇa eka-saya/eka-’iya’i savudu / eku ramahi atvaṇa / arañi eka’o vasa),
PDhp 313 (ek�asanaṃ eka�seyaṃ / ekacariy�am atandrito / eko ramayam
�att�anaṃ / van�ante ramit�a siy�a), and Ud�anavarga 23.2 (ek�asanam tv
eka�sayy�am / ekacary�am atandritaḥ / ramayec caikam �atm�anaṃ / vaneṣv
ekaḥ sad�a vaset).

Norman translates the P�ali: ‘‘Sitting alone, sleeping alone, wandering alone
unwearied, alone taming the self, one would be delighted in the forest’’
(Norman, The Word of the Doctrine, 44).

Here again there are some variations between the different versions, with the
Chinese perhaps closest to the P�ali. In all versions, however, shou yi seems clearly
to correspond simply to the word eko, ‘‘alone.’’

手足莫妄犯, 節言慎所行, 常內樂定意, 守一行寂然 (T.210:4.572a2–5).

Corresponding to Dhammapada 362 (hatthasaññato p�adasaññato / v�ac �aya
saññato saññatuttamo / ajjhattarato sam �ahito / eko santusito tam �ahu
bhikkuṃ), Dharmapada 53 (hasta-sañadu pada-sañadu / vaya-sañadu
savudidri’o / ajatva-rado samahido / eko saduṣido tam ahu bhikku), PDhp
52 (hastasaṃyyato p�adasaṃyyato / v�ac �asaṃ?yyato saṃvṛtendriyo / ajjhattar-
ato sam �ahito / eko saṃtuṣito tam �ahu bhikkuṃ), Ud �anavarga 32.7
(hastasaṃyataḥ p�adasaṃyato / v�ac �asaṃyataḥ saravasaṃyataḥ /
�adhy�atmarataḥ sam �ahito / hi ekaḥ saṃtuṣito hi yaḥ sa bhikṣuḥ).

Norman translates the P�ali: ‘‘One restrained in hand, restrained in foot,
restrained in voice, the best of those who are restrained, delighting inwardly,
concentrated, alone, and content, him they call a bhikkhu’’ (Norman, The
Word of the Doctrine, 52).

Just as in the second passage above, it would seem that shou yi in the final line can
only be a translation of eka (‘‘alone’’).

Although a more complete examination of shou yi in Han and Three Kingdoms
era translations remains a desideratum, the above three passages at the least seem
to show that shou yi was not always seen as having any particular technical
meaning. As pointed out by one of the anonymous reviewers of this article, in two
of the above passages the overall context is arguably meditation. Yet it is also true
that in several instances, in places with broad agreement in the Indic versions, shou
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yi clearly corresponds to nothing more than the Indic word eka ‘‘alone,’’ for which
the Chinese shou yi is in fact a reasonable translation when stripped of any
technical meaning.

We may thus say that even if shou yi did have a specialized meaning in certain
contexts and to some audiences in second- and third-century China, for at least
some translators of Buddhist texts into Chinese the word was an entirely ordinary
one. Its presence in any given text thus cannot, in and of itself, be held up as
evidence of any particular attempt to align Buddhist and Chinese technical
vocabulary pertaining to meditation.
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